City of Moline
619 16 Street, Moline – 2nd Floor Council Chambers
This meeting may be conducted by audio or video conference without a physically present quorum of the City Council. Due to Governor
Pritzker’s disaster declaration resulting from COVID-19 public health concerns affecting the State and the City, an in-person meeting
with all participants may not be practical or prudent. Physical public attendance at City Hall may be limited or not feasible. Live
streaming available at http://moline.il.us/RemoteCouncil. The meeting will also be audio or video recorded and made available to the
public, as provided by law, at http://www.moline.il.us/CivicMedia?CID=9

Committee-of-the-Whole Agenda

6:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 9, 2021
Remote Electronic Attendance (if necessary)
Approval of the remote electronic attendance of certain elected officials

Oath of Office
Oath of office for promotional appointment of Nickolas Wade to the rank of Police Lieutenant, effective
November 7, 2021.
Oath of office for promotional appointment of Derrick Cullison to the rank of Police Lieutenant, effective
November 7, 2021.
Oath of office for promotional appointment of Joseph Kluever to the rank of Police Sergeant, effective November
7, 2021.

Public Comment
Questions on the Agenda
Agenda Items
1. Sutphen Contract for two Fire Pumpers (Sarah Mark, Fleet & Facilities Manager)
2. United Healthcare Policy to provide an Employer Group Waiver Plan (Leah Miller, Director of Human
Resources)
3. Navitus Health Solutions Agreement for Pharmacy Benefit Management Services (Leah Miller, Director
of Human Resources)
4. United Healthcare-BP Policy for Reinsurance Coverage (Leah Miller, Director of Human Resources)
5. UMR, Inc. Agreement for Administrative Services (Leah Miller, Director of Human Resources)
6. Mission Square Agreement for Retiree Health Insurance Benefits (Leah Miller, Director of Human
Resources)
7. P25 Intergovernmental Agreement (Jeff Snyder, Fire Chief)
8. An Ordinance levying and assessing taxes for the City of Moline, Illinois, for the tax levy year 2021,
collectible in the year 2022, and enacting an ordinance relating to the same subject matter. (Carol
Barnes, Finance Director) This item will also appear on the Council Agenda for first reading.
9. SSA #5 Special AD VALOREM TAX (Carol Barnes, Finance Director) This item will also appear on the
Council Agenda for first reading.
10. SSA #6 Special AD VALOREM TAX (Carol Barnes, Finance Director) This item will also appear on the
Council Agenda for first reading.

11. Other

Public Comment
Members of the Public are permitted to speak after coming to the podium. Comments may also be emailed by
5:30 p.m., the day of the meeting, to the City Clerk, at jparr@moline.il.us by typing Public Comment in the
Subject line.

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2020
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute and attest to a contract with
Sutphen Corporation of Dublin, Ohio, for the purchase of two custom chassis F9 fire
pumpers utilizing Sourcewell Contract #022818-SUT for the amount of $1,325,169.48.
PREPARED BY:

Sarah Mark, Fleet and Facilities Manager

REVIEWED BY:

Bob Vitas, City Administrator
Joe Kuhlenbeck, Interim Director of Public Works

FISCAL IMPACT:

$1,325,169.48

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS/LINKS:

Contract, Proposal

EXPLANATION
The City of Moline currently has two fire engines in service that have significant frame damage
and have exhausted their reliable, useful life. Both units are currently scheduled for replacement,
one in FY 2022 and one in FY 2023, and have needed to be replaced since 2019 but were deferred
one more year due to covid replacement delays. The current build time is 15-18 months. Staff
seeks Council approval to move forward with entering into a contract with Sutphen Corporation
to build the two fire engine pumpers concurrently to ensure both units are received and ready to
be put in service in early 2023.
BACKGROUND
Over the past several months, Fleet and Fire staff have been working together to develop
specifications on new fire engines to replace the two units that are in scheduled in the 2022 and
2023 budget years.
The Fire department formed a committee comprised of representatives in each of the positions to
give opinions and suggestions in regard to what they would like to see, what has and has not
worked in their experience, and what would help make their job be done more safely and
efficiently.
After multiple meetings, demonstrations from different manufacturers, and feedback from
neighboring agencies, it was determined by the committee, and echoed by Deputy Chief
Regenwether, that Sutphen would be their preferred manufacturer. Fleet staff spoke at length with
the salesman from Legacy Fire Apparatus to ensure the necessary mechanical needs of the City
could be achieved.
Once the specifications were finalized, pricing was discussed. It was confirmed that the City would
be able to purchase both engines utilizing a Sourcewell joint purchase contract (#022818-SUT)
that gives a 15% discount on the base model plus all published options. Sourcewell, formerly the
National Joint Powers Alliance, or NJPA, is a company that holds competitively solicited

Example
cooperative contracts and has been used by the City on a regular basis for purchases. There was
also a discussion in regard to lead time, which is currently 15-18 months. Staff is recommended
that the orders be placed at the same time, which would mean the City would receive and pay for
both units upon receiving them in budget year 2023.
Once these steps had been completed, staff spoke with Finance Director Barnes to discuss the
funding. Staff is confident that funding is available in the Fleet Vehicle Replacement fund and will
continue to monitor the chargebacks and 5-year cash flows closely with Finance.
After getting the approval from the Fire Chief to move forward, Fleet staff is bringing this proposal
to Council and recommending that the City issue a purchase order for two identical fire engine
replacements utilizing the Sourcewell joint purchase contract #022818-SUT with Sutphen
Corporation.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
Alternative 1: There is a prepay option that allows a discount. The % of prepay discount is tied to
the federal reserve rate. The dealer has indicated it may make more financial sense to leave our
money in the bank and wait to pay until we take possession because our bank interest may be the
more financially attractive option.
Alternative 2: The other alternative is to purchase one engine in the 2022 budget year and wait to
order the second until 2023, although staff would discourage this option due to the very long lead
time of 15-18 months.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages: The current trucks, while they have been well maintained by Fleet staff, are old and
have much damage. Having these engines replaced ensures that our first responders have reliable
equipment to serve our community.
Disadvantages: Cost. This is a necessary expense and utilization of the joint purchase contract
ensures a fairly priced proposal.
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

PURCHASE AGREEMENT
FOR SUTPHEN FIRE APPARATUS

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this 1st
day of November , 2021 by and
between SUTPHEN CORPORATION of Dublin, Ohio, hereinafter called "SUTPHEN" and
the City of Moline
of Moline, IL
, hereinafter called
"PURCHASER",

WITNESSETH:
1. PURCHASE: Purchaser hereby agrees to buy and Sutphen hereby agrees to sell
and furnish to Purchaser the apparatus and equipment according to the Sutphen
Proposal attached hereto and made a part hereof, and to deliver the same as
hereinafter provided.
2. PAYMENT: Purchaser agrees to pay for said apparatus and equipment the total
purchase price of One million, three hundred and twenty-five thousand, one hundred and sixty-nine
dollars and forty eight cents.

($ 1,325,169.48

) payable in full upon delivery.

3. DELIVERY: The apparatus and equipment being purchased hereunder shall be
delivered to Purchaser at Moline Public Works
within approximately
15-18 months
after the receipt and acceptance of this agreement at
Sutphen's office, provided that such delivery date shall be automatically extended
for delays due to strikes, failure to obtain materials or other causes beyond
Sutphen's control.
4. SUTPHEN WARRANTIES: Sutphen warrants the apparatus purchased here under
as set forth in the warranty included with bid proposal.
5. TESTING SHORTAGES: The apparatus shall be tested per NFPA #1901 at
Sutphen's manufacturing facility. Purchaser agrees that the apparatus and
equipment being purchased hereunder will not be driven or used in any manner until
it is paid for in full, provided, however, that if there are any minor shortages,
Purchaser may withhold a sum equivalent to the retail purchase price of any
equipment shortages at the time of delivery and may use the apparatus and
equipment during this period.
6. DEFAULT: In the case of any default in payment hereunder or in the payment on
any notes, negotiable paper, obligations or other instruments issued by Purchaser,

Sutphen may take full possession of the apparatus and equipment or of the piece or
pieces upon which default has been made, and any payments that have been made
theretofore shall be applied as rent in full for the use of the apparatus and
equipment up to the date of taking possession by Sutphen.
7. PURCHASER WARRANTIES: With the signing of this agreement, Purchaser
warrants that it has the full power and legal authority to enter into this agreement
and guarantees that funds for its purchase are available or in the process of
collection.
8. ACCEPTANCE: This agreement shall not be binding until it is signed and approved
by an officer of the Sutphen Corporation.
9. TAXES, ETC.: The purchase price provided for herein does not include any federal,
state or local sales tax, duties, imposts, revenues, excise or other taxes which may
hereafter be imposed by governmental authority or otherwise and which are made
applicable to the apparatus or equipment covered by the agreement. In the event
that any such taxes are subsequently imposed and become applicable, the
purchase price herein shall be increased by the amount of such taxes and such sum
shall be immediately paid by Purchaser to Sutphen. To the extent applicable, the
prices and deliveries set forth herein are subject to the Defense Production Act.
10. INSURANCE: Sutphen shall provide insurance insuring the apparatus and
equipment against loss by fire, theft or collision and insuring against property
damage and personal injury through the three (3) day delivery period.
11. GENERAL: This agreement and the Sutphen proposal provided herein take
precedence over all previous negotiations, oral or written, and no representations or
warranties are applicable except as specifically contained in this agreement or in the
Sutphen proposal attached hereto. No alteration, modification, amendment or
change of this Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing by the parties.
No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed a waiver of
any other provision, whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver constitute a
continuing waiver.

This Agreement shall be governed and controlled as to interpretation, enforcement, validity,
construction, effect and in all other respects by the laws, statutes and decisions of the State
of Illinois. Exclusive jurisdiction and venue for any litigation at all related to this Agreement,
directly or indirectly, based upon contract, tort, or other theory of law, shall lie in the Rock
Island County Court Moline, Illinois and the parties hereto consent and submit to the
general jurisdiction of this court. All of the terms and provisions of this Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by Sutphen, Purchaser, their
successors and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement to be duly
executed and attested by its duly authorized representatives, effective as of the date below
when accepted at Sutphen Corporations offices.

SUTPHEN CORPORATION

PURCHASER

By Ben Brown
Sales Representative

THE
By

Accepted at office
SUTPHEN CORPORATION
6450 Eiterman Road
Dublin, Ohio 43016

Title

By

By

Title

Title

Date

Date

Date

Rev. 10/1/20

PROPOSAL
TO THE:
City of Moline
Attn: Sarah Mark
3635 4th Ave
Moline, IL 61265

DATE: October 15th, 2021

We hereby propose and agree to furnish the following firefighting equipment upon your
acceptance of this proposal utilizing the Sourcewell Cooperative purchasing program:
Two (2) Sutphen Heavy Duty Custom Pumpers (S9) Complete and Delivered for
the Total Sum of ....................................................................... $1,325,169.48
The unit shall be manufactured completely in accordance to the following proposal and
delivered in approximately 15-18 months from the date of the contract signing or purchase
order, subject to delays from all causes beyond our control.
This proposal shall be valid for thirty (45) days. If the contract or purchase order is not
received within this proposed duration, we reserve the right to extend, withdraw, or modify
our proposal, including pricing, delivery times, and prepayment discounts as applicable.

Respectfully submitted,

Ben Brown
Ben Brown
Legacy Fire Apparatus
Authorized Representative for Sutphen Corporation
(630)388-9686

SUTPHEN CORPORATION
6450 Eiterman Road | Dublin, OH 43016 | 1-800-848-5860

Sutphen
Component Report
Dealership: Legacy Fire
Apparatus

HS- Moline Fire Department,
Program 2 Pumper
Order#: SQB013261_1
Contact:
Position:
Phone:
Mobile:
Email:

Bill To
Customer: Moline Fire Department
Contact: ,
Address:
,

Ship To
Customer: Same as Bill-to
Contact: ,
Address:
,

Comments
Project Coordinator:
Sales Person:
Revision Level:
Truck Type:
Body Facility:
Quote Line Number 1

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

1

1

**ENG Facility = Pennsylvania

2

1

**ENG Truck Series = Program 2

3

1

**ENG Electrical System = Point-to-Point

4

1

**ENG Cooperative Purchasing =Sourcewell (NJPA)

5

10000220

1

DETAILED WIRING SCHEMATIC

6

10000305

2

~MID INSPECTION TRIPS - PER PERSON, PER TRIP (2)

7

10310100

1

CHASSIS

CHASSIS
8

10010001

1

CHASSIS, CUSTOM

9

51010105

1

WHEELBASE = 204.5

10

51010310

1

WHEELBASE GREATER THAN 200"

11

25010100

1

FRAME, 10" DOUBLE RAILS, SINGLE AXLE (50K PSI)

12

45010001

1

FRONT TOW EYES, BELOW BUMPER

1

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

13

45010015

1

FRONT TOW EYE FINISH, PAINTED

14

46010000

1

REAR TOW EYES

15

40010250

1

STEERING - ROSS TAS-85

16

22010050

1

DRIVE LINE, SPICER, 1810 SERIES

17

23014220

1

ENGINE, CUMMINS X 12 455HP DOC-DPF-DEF-SCR OBD

18

23029220

1

ENGINE WARRANTY, 10 YEAR, 200,000 MILES FOR CUMMINS X12 / X15 MAJOR COMPONENTS
COVERAGE (FCM)

19

23030006

1

AIR INTAKE/EMBER SEPARATOR

20

23031176

1

FUEL FILTER/WATER SEPARATOR, PRIMARY, FLEETGUARD FUEL PRO FH230

21

23031220

1

FUEL FILTER, SECONDARY, FLEETGUARD, FF5825NN

22

47012450

1

TRANSMISSION, ALLISON GEN 5, EVS4500

23

23110000

1

JACOBS ENGINE BRAKE

24

47024050

1

TRANSMISSION COOLER

25

47030000

1

ALLISON TOUCH PAD SHIFTER

26

21021200

1

COOLING SYSTEM

27

21030195

1

COOLANT FILTER

28

21030000

1

FAN CLUTCH

29

21030200

1

RADIATOR COOLANT RECOVERY, PRESSURIZED SYST

30

26010010

1

FUEL TANK, STAINLESS STEEL, 65 GAL

31

26030000

1

FUEL FILL

32

26030100

1

FUEL COOLER

33

24040000

1

DIESEL EXHAUST FLUID TANK

34

13010225

1

ALTERNATOR, LEECE NEVILLE 420 AMP BLP4003

35

13030100

1

LOW VOLTAGE ALARM, FLOYD BELL TXB-V86-515-QF

36

15010500

1

BATTERIES, INTERSTATE TYPE 31 MHD (4)

37

15031700

1

BATTERY JUMPER TERMINALS

38

15030430

1

120V SHORELINE INLET, KUSSMAUL SUPER 20 AUTO EJECT

2

Line

Item #

Qty

39

15031560

1

BATTERY CHARGER, KUSSMAUL LPC 40 W/REMOTE BAR GRAPH DISPLAY

40

1

**ENG Battery Charger Display Location: bar graph display will be in driver's side window.

41

1

**ENG Battery Charger Note: Body Facility to provide/install battery charger & Auto Eject (if
applicable)

1

SPECIAL ITEM, 6 batteries

1

**CLAR NOTES, 6 battery system. Mounted under cab (not in compartment or remote)

42

15088888

43

Item Description/Comments

44

14010524

1

FRONT AXLE, MERITOR MFS-20-133A 20,000 LB.

45

41010115

1

FRONT SUSPENSION, STANDENS 20,000 LBS. (3) 54" LEAFS

46

41030100

1

SUSPENSION, ENHANCED SYSTEM

47

41040510

1

STEER ASSIST

48

43010305

1

FRONT TIRES GOODYEAR 385/65R22.5 LRJ G296 22.5 x 12.25 WHEELS

49

14510520

1

REAR AXLE, MERITOR RS-24-160 24,000 LB. AXLE GEAR RATIO TO BE DETERMINED AT PRECON

50

14530100

1

TOP SPEED, 68 MPH

51

42010000

1

REAR SUSPENSION, REYCO 24,000 LBS. LEAF

52

44010320

1

TIRES, REAR, GOODYEAR 12R22.5 LRH G622 MUD & SNOW 24,000 - 27,000 GVWR

53

42910200

1

TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR, REAL WHEELS, LED

54

44210110

1

WHEELS, ALUM, ACCURIDE, ACCUSHIELD (max 27K rear)

55

44270100

1

HUB COVERS, FRONT & REAR, POLISHED STS (Single Axle)

56

44270300

1

CHROME LUG NUT CAPS, FRONT & REAR

57

44271100

1

MUD FLAPS, FRONT (PAIR)

58

44271200

1

MUD FLAPS, REAR (PAIR)

59

16010280

1

BRAKES MERITOR DISC PLUS EX225 FRONT, SCAM 8.625" REAR (SINGLE AXLE)

60

18010041

1

AIR BRAKE SYST 4 TANKS WABCO 1200 DRYER

61

18030140

1

AIR INLET CONNECTION

1

**ENG Standard Air Inlet Location = Left hand side of Driver's step well.

62
63

18030150

1

AUXILIARY AIR INLET CONNECTION

64

18220500

1

NO ELEC STABILITY CONTROL SYS

(Single Axle)

3

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

65

18110000

1

WABCO 4 CHANNEL ANTI-LOCK BRAKES

66

14530500

1

TIRE CHAINS, ON-SPOT, 6 STRANDS

67

53510000

1

COMPRESSION FITTINGS ON AIR SYSTEM (CHASSIS)

68

54010000

1

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS ON CHASSIS

69

10310110

1

CAB

CAB
70

11023250

1

CAB TSAL4E 73" 10" RR 1/2

71

11030025

1

CAB CERTIFICATION - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

72

11030950

1

CAB LOCKDOWN LATCHES

73

11031025

1

CAB TILT SYSTEM, AIR CONTROL VALVE

74

11031100

1

MANUAL BACK-UP TILT SYSTEM

75

11031350

1

CAB DOORS, FULL LENGTH (4)

76

11031385

1

CAB STEPS, LOWER GRIP STRUT, INTERMEDIATE DIAMONDPLATE

77

11031399

1

CAB STEP LIGHTING, TECNIQ E45 LED STRIP LIGHTS

78

11031419

1

CAB DOOR WINDOWS, MANUAL (4)

79

11031400

1

DELETE CAB SIDE WINDOWS

80

11031460

1

NO WINDOWS, BACK WALL OF CAB

81

11031465

1

WINDOW TINTING (LIMO TINT 8%) - EACH (2)

82

52010010

1

ELECTRIC INTERMITTENT WIPERS

83

52030200

1

WINDSHIELD WASHER RESERVOIR

84

38010020

1

MIRRORS LANG MEKRA 300 SERIES HEATED & REMOTE

85

11024420

1

UPPER GRILLE, AMERICAN FLAG LEVEL STYLE FACADE (X12/X15)

86

11024510

1

FLAMING “S” LOGO, UPPER GRILLE, ILLUMINATED RED

87

11024615

1

LOWER GRILLE, POLISHED STAINLESS, LASER CUT LETTERING W/ BACKLIGHTING

88

20012220

1

BUMPER, 24" FORMED STEEL CHANNEL, PAINTED

1

**ENG Siren Speaker Perforations = No Speaker Perforations in Bumper.

89

4

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

90

20029802

1

BUMPER SIDES, DIAMONDPLATE, W/POCKET (18‐24" EXTENSION)

91

20040230

1

STORAGE WELL, DEEP CENTER, 3/4 WIDTH (24" BUMPER)

92

20030120

1

STORAGE WELL COVER, TREADPLATE, 4" RAISE

93

20030510

1

CUT-OUT IN STORAGE WELL COVER

94

20030600

1

BUMPER TROUGH LIGHTING, TECNIQ E44 LED LIGHT STRIP

95

20042140

1

PROTECTIVE BUMPER COATING, RAPTOR, TOP EDGE OF FRONT BUMPER

96

12010500

1

AIR HORNS, DUAL, GROVER #2040 RECTANGULAR

97

12030015

1

AIR HORNS CUTOUTS IN BUMPER, BEHIND PERFORATIONS (X12/X15 STYLE)

98

12030350

1

LANYARD CONTROL FOR AIR HORNS

99

12510200

1

ELEC SIREN, FEDERAL SIGNAL PA-300

100

12620100

1

SIREN SPEAKER, 100W, CAST PRODUCTS, SA4201-6B-A

101

12670110

1

SIREN SPEAKER(S) INSTALLED BEHIND CAB GRILLE

102

12550300

1

LOW FREQUENCY ELEC SIREN, FEDERAL SIGNAL RUMBLER W/(2) SPEAKERS

103

12710100

1

SIREN, FEDERAL Q2B, GRILLE MOUNT

104

12730205

1

MECH SIREN WIRED TO STEERING WHEEL BUTTON

105

12730350

1

MOMENTARY SWITCH ON DASH, OFFICER'S SIDE, FOR MECH SIREN

106

12730363

1

SIREN BRAKE SWITCH FOR MECH SIREN, DRIVER'S & OFFICER'S SIDE

107

1

**ENG Siren Brake Switch for Driver in Lower Console Position 2.

108

1

**ENG Siren Brake Switch for Officer in Lower Console Position 5.

109

32520520

1

HEADLIGHTS, LED, FIRETECH FT-4X6, DUAL STS HOUSINGS

110

48010300

1

FRONT TURN SIGNALS, WHELEN 400 SERIES LED (4)

111

32530754

1

ICC, LED BROW LIGHT INTEGRATED MARKERS

112

27022130

1

HANDRAILS, CAB EXTERIOR, KNURLED STAINLESS STEEL (2) SIDE

113

27025000

1

HANDRAILS, CAB INTERIOR, BLACK RUBBER COATED (2) FRONT ENTRY

114

27025500

1

HANDRAILS, CAB INTERIOR, BLACK RUBBER COATED (2) REAR ENTRY

115

27030100

1

HANDRAILS, REAR CAB INTERIOR DOOR, BLACK RUBBERIZED (2) ONLY

5

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

116

11032025

1

EXTERIOR COMPT, SIDE OF EXT CAB, 80" H, DS

117

11032450

1

COMPT DOOR LOCK - NOT PROVIDED

118

11032200

1

INTERIOR ACCESS, NOT PROVIDED

119

11032110

1

OPENING TO DRIVER'S SIDE CREW SEAT COMPT

120

11032075

1

EXTERIOR COMPT, SIDE OF EXT CAB, 80" H, OS

121

11032450

1

COMPT DOOR LOCK - NOT PROVIDED

122

11032200

1

INTERIOR ACCESS, NOT PROVIDED

123

11032100

1

NO OPENING TO CREW SEAT COMPT

124

11032310

2

ADJUSTABLE SHELF, EXTERIOR CAB COMPT (EA) (2)

125

11032340

1

SCBA BRACKET, EXTERIOR CAB COMPT (1)

126

11035420

1

DIAMONDPLATE CAB ROOF 30" x FULL WIDTH

127

31010250

1

INTERIOR, MULTISPEC BLACK SPECKLE PAINT W/BLACK EMBOSSED FRP BOARD

128

11032929

1

DOOR PANEL, FULL STS

129

11032958

1

REFLECTIVE MATL, INTERIOR CAB DOORS, REFLEXITE

130

31010291

1

CAB INTERIOR FLOOR COVERING, BLACK RUBBERIZED

131

22510100

1

ENGINE ENCLOSURE, FULL LENGTH

132

22510530

1

ENGINE ENCLOSURE COVERING, SCORPION BLACK URETHANE BLEND

133

11031670

1

TOOL MOUNTING PLATE, NOT PROVIDED

134

11031680

1

CENTER CONSOLE W/MAP BOOK STORAGE, TOP OF ENGINE ENCLOSURE

135

22610050

1

ENGINE HOOD LIGHT, LED (1)

136

11031510

1

FLAT WORK SURFACE IN LIEU OF GLOVE BOX

137

11031702

1

UPPER CREW DOOR AREA, GLOVE BOX HOLDERS (FLAT BACK)

138

29810100

1

CHASSIS ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION

139

30010130

1

INSTRUMENTATION, AMETEK W/ CENTER & OVERHEAD CONSOLES

6

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

140

1

**ENG Overhead Console Position 3 -HVAC controls.

141

1

**ENG Overhead Console Position 4 -Chassis indicators.
-Seat belt monitor.

142

30010500

1

LOWER COMMAND CONSOLE, L9 & X12

143

30010710

1

CAB PUMP SHIFTER, AIR (FOR HALE G-SERIES / WATEROUS C20 PUMP TRANSMISSION)

144

30031615

1

DO NOT MOVE LIGHT, WHELEN ION-T LED

1

**ENG Door Ajar Light Location = Centered below upper command console.

145
146

30031655

1

DO NOT MOVE ALARM WITH SILENCE BUTTON

147

29930200

1

MAPBOOK SLOT ON BREAKER PANEL

148

29910100

1

PROGRAMMABLE LOAD MANAGER, CLASS-1 SUPERNODE II

149

30031100

1

HIGH IDLE SWITCH

150

30031775

1

12V POWER POINTS, (2)

151

30031802

1

12V DUAL PORT USB POWER POINTS, (2)

152

11040000

1

CAB ACCESSORY FUSE PANEL

153

84541540

1

POWER & GROUND STUDS, UPPER COMMAND CONSOLE

7

Line

Item #

154

Qty

Item Description/Comments

1

**ENG Requirements (AMPS) for Power/Ground Studs in Upper Command Console:
(1) 12-volt 60-amp, direct to the battery.
(1) 12-volt 30-amp controlled by the ignition switch.
(1) 12-volt 125-amp ground.

155

30110000

1

VEHICLE DATA RECORDER, AKRON/WELDON

156

33510030

1

INTERIOR CAB LIGHTS, WHELEN 6" ROUND RED/CLEAR LED (2)

157

34010030

1

INTERIOR CREW LIGHTS, WHELEN 6" ROUND RED/CLEAR LED (2)

158

28010740

1

DEFROSTER, HEATER & A/C (TM-21)

159

28090003

1

HEAT TO FEET

160

28090100

1

A/C TO FACE

161

28030500

1

DEFROSTER DUCTWORK, ENTIRE WINDSHIELD

162

11031687

1

TOP HEAT/AC STORAGE, TOOL MOUNTING PLATE, 25” x 19.5”

163

11031695

1

REAR HEAT/AC STORAGE, 5 SLOTS (4 SMALL, 1 LARGE)

164

38510104

1

DRIVER'S SEAT, BOSTROM SIERRA HIGH BACK AIR RIDE ABTS (DURAWEAR PLUS, LOW SEAM)

165

38320000

1

HELMET STORED IN COMPARTMENT

166

39010118

1

OFFICER'S SEAT, BOSTROM TANKER 450, ABTS SCBA (DURAWEAR PLUS, LOW SEAM)

167

39030020

1

OFFICER’S SEAT COMPT, FRONT DOOR

168

38320000

1

HELMET STORED IN COMPARTMENT

169

39528889

1

SPECIAL Crew Seat Legacy EMS cabinet

1

**CLAR NOTES, Will be moved to dealer provided later, left here for verbiage and placement in
the spec.

170
171

11032288

1

SPECIAL Interior Access EMS Cabinet 0.00

172

11032315

1

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES, NOT PROVIDED

173

39528889

1

SPECIAL Crew Seat 2 Legacy EMS cabinet

1

**CLAR NOTES, Will be moved to dealer provided later, left here for verbiage and placement in
the spec.

174
175

11032288

1

SPECIAL Interior Access EMS Cabinet 0.00

176

11032315

1

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES, NOT PROVIDED

177

39521460

1

CREW SEAT 3, BOSTROM TANKER 350, ABTS SCBA FIXED (DURAWEAR PLUS, LOW SEAM)

178

38320000

1

HELMET STORED IN COMPARTMENT

8

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

179

39521461

1

CREW SEAT 4, BOSTROM TANKER 350, ABTS SCBA FIXED (DURAWEAR PLUS, LOW SEAM)

180

38320000

1

HELMET STORED IN COMPARTMENT

181

39550200

1

SEAT COLOR, BLACK

182

39530710

4

BOSTROM ZIP CLEAN REMOVABLE COVERS, BOTTOM SEAT CUSHION, INCLUDES AN
ADDITIONAL COVER (PER SEAT) (4)

183

39530720

4

BOSTROM ZIP CLEAN REMOVABLE COVERS, BACK REST (4)

184

39610000

3

SCBA BRACKETS, BOSTROM, SECURE ALL (3)

185

38410000

1

SEAT BELT WARNING SYSTEM, AKRON / WELDON

186

39710015

1

CREW SEAT COMPT, FRONT DROP‐DOWN DOORS (73" CAB)

187

11031740

1

OVERHEAD STORAGE, FRONT OF 10" RR W/NET

188

11031746

1

OVERHEAD STORAGE, REAR OF 10" RR W/NET

189

84561310

1

CAMERA SYSTEM, BRIGADE, SINGLE CAMERA (WIRED)

190

10310200

1

PUMP & PLUMBING

PUMP & PLUMBING
191

60089950

1

PUMP, HALE XS QMAX 1500 GPM SINGLE STAGE

192

60025000

1

GEARBOX, HALE, G-SERIES, REAR MOUNTED

193

60025960

1

PUMP GEARBOX YOKE, 1810

194

60026025

1

MECHANICAL PUMP SEAL, HALE (PRG)

195

60035121

1

PUMP TEST, MISTRAS GROUP, INC

196

61510000

1

AUXILIARY COOLER (HEAT EXCHANGER)

197

62010002

1

STAINLESS STEEL PIPING

198

66090010

1

3" TANK-TO-PUMP W/CHECK VALVE

199

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

200

61770900

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1

201

73090001

1

TANK FILL 2"

202

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

203

61770900

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1

9

Line

Item #

Qty

204

61090009

1

PRESSURE GOVERNOR, FIRE RESEARCH, PUMP BOSS

205

61290020

1

INTAKE PRESSURE CONTROL, TFT A1860

206

63021500

1

6" MAIN SUCTION, LEFT SIDE

207

63035100

1

TFT BALL INTAKE VALVE

208

63034650

1

ADAPTER, 6" NST FE X 5" STORZ, 30 DEGREE W/CAP & CHAIN, TFT

209

65090000

1

2.5" LEFT SIDE INLET

210

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

211

61770905

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, SWING CONTROL

212

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

213

63025500

1

6" MAIN SUCTION, RIGHT SIDE

214

64090000

1

2.5" RIGHT SIDE INLET

215

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

216

61770905

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, SWING CONTROL

217

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

218

65550910

1

5" FRONT SUCTION, TOP

219

63090002

1

HALE MASTER INTAKE VALVE, ELEC (FRONT SUCTION)

220

63060100

1

RELIEF VALVE FOR MIV

221

65552120

1

SWIVEL, 5" NPT X 6" NST

222

65588888

1

SPECIAL ITEM, Adapter

1

**CLAR NOTES, 6" NHT to 5" storz

1

SPECIAL ITEM, Rear intake

1

**CLAR NOTES, Rear intake with Hale electric MIV

223
224

65588888

225

Item Description/Comments

226

70525900

1

2.5" DISCHARGE, LEFT - POSITION 1

227

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

228

61770915

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1 W/ RACK & SECTOR

229

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

10

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

230

61810150

1

DISCHARGE TERMINATION, 30 DEGREE ELBOW

231

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

232

61840100

1

ADAPTER, 2.5"NST FE X 1.5" NST M W/CAP & CHAIN

233

70525900

1

2.5" DISCHARGE, LEFT - POSITION 2

234

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

235

61770915

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1 W/ RACK & SECTOR

236

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

237

61810150

1

DISCHARGE TERMINATION, 30 DEGREE ELBOW

238

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

239

71025908

1

3" DISCHARGE W/4" OUTLET, RIGHT - POSITION 3

240

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

241

61770945

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, ELECTRIC, AKRON 9333

242

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

243

61810150

1

DISCHARGE TERMINATION, 30 DEGREE ELBOW

244

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

245

61840270

1

ADAPTER, 4" NST FE X 5" STORZ W/CAP & CHAIN, TFT

246

71025900

1

2.5" DISCHARGE, RIGHT - POSITION 4

247

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

248

61770900

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1

249

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

250

61810150

1

DISCHARGE TERMINATION, 30 DEGREE ELBOW

251

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

252

72090000

1

DISCHARGE 2.5" FRONT/RIGHT OF MAIN HOSEBED

253

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

254

61770900

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1

255

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

11

Line

Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

256

61810160

1

DISCHARGE TERMINATION, STRAIGHT

257

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

258

72280010

1

2.5" FRONT BUMPER DISCHARGE, 2.5" PLUMBING

259

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

260

61770900

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1

261

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

262

60036010

1

THREADS, NST

263

1

**ENG Front Bumper Swivel Location/Side = Driver's side.

264

1

**ENG Front Discharge Swivel Location/Trough = Top of Bumper.

265

72590002

1

DECK GUN DISCHARGE 3"

266

61729120

1

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY

267

61770945

1

ACTUATOR, VALVE, ELECTRIC, AKRON 9333

268

77090000

1

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5"

269

72570100

1

DECK GUN TERMINATION, THREADED

270

72554800

1

MONITOR, AKRON APOLLO 3423 W/QUAD STACKED TIPS & STREAM SHAPER

271

72570200

1

EXTEND‐A‐GUN, TASK FORCE TIPS XG18, MANUAL

272

72588888

1

SPECIAL ITEM, Additional electric valve control, crow's nest

273

72890005

1

CROSSLAY, ONE 2.5" & SPEEDLAYS, TWO 2" W/SWIVELS & POLY LIFT-OUT TRAYS

274

61729120

3

VALVE, AKRON, HEAVY DUTY (3)

275

61770900

3

ACTUATOR, VALVE, PUSH/PULL, CLASS 1 (3)

276

77090000

3

GAUGE, DISCH, CLASS 1 2.5" (3)

277

60036010

3

THREADS, NST (3)

278

72910807

1

COVERS, ALUM/WEBBING FOR CROSSLAY/SPEEDLAY

1

**ENG Specify details for side covers: Number of flaps, fasteners & and how they terminate
(manufacturer’s discretion or customer specified?) = TBD @ Pre-Con.

279
280

61742000

1

MASTER PUMP DRAIN, MULTIPORT

281

61790510

11

DRAIN VALVES, HALE, LIFT-UP (11)

12

Line

Item #

Qty

282

10310220

1

Item Description/Comments
PUMP PANEL

PUMP PANEL
283

74914130

1

PRG SM3 - SIDE MOUNT PUMP PANEL (CROSSLAY/SPEEDLAYS)

284

74928130

1

PUMP MODULE LENGTH, 51"

285

74929130

1

HALE PUMP MODULE CONFIGURATION, SIDE MOUNT, CROSSLAY W/ SPEEDLAYS

286

74930710

1

PANEL FINISH, BRUSHED STS 14 GAUGE (PRG)

287

74931055

1

COLOR CODING

288

74931290

1

PUMP MODULE FRAMEWORK, SWIRL FINISH

289

74931390

1

PUMP FINISH, PAINTED BY PUMP MFG

290

74931590

1

PLUMBING FINISH, NON-PAINTED

1

**ENG Non-Painted Plumbing = Stainless steel welds shall be treated/coated.

291

(PRG)

292

74931690

1

EXTERIOR DUNNAGE AREA PANEL, BRUSHED STS

293

75040215

1

TROUGH IN RUNNING BOARD, BOTH SIDES

294

75590010

1

PUMP OPERATOR LIGHTS, LED (PRG)

295

75590110

1

PUMP PANEL LIGHTS OFFICER'S SIDE, LED (PRG)

296

76088888

1

SPECIAL ITEM, Add Hale primer also. With oil tank

1

**CLAR NOTES, The customer would like both a trident auto primer and a Hale primer plus oil
tank

297
298

76090002

1

PUMP PANEL GAUGES & CONTROLS (PRG)

299

60090035

1

PUMP PRIMER, TRIDENT, AUTO

300

76025110

1

COMPRESSION FITTINGS ON AIR SYSTEM (PRG PUMP MODULE)

301

76590000

1

GAUGES, MASTER, CLASS 1 4.5" (PRG)

302

77590001

1

GAUGE, WATER LEVEL, CLASS 1, INTELLI-TANK ITL-40

303

10310230

1

WATER TANK

WATER TANK
304

83525200

1

WATER TANK BRAND, UPF

305

83590004

1

WATER TANK, 750 GAL, POLY

13
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Item #

Qty

306

83588888

1

SPECIAL ITEM, 500 gallons

1

**CLAR NOTES, Reduce tank size to 500 gallons

1

BODY

307
308

10310300

Item Description/Comments

BODY
309

80029900

1

BODY SUBFRAME, PUMPER/TANKER

310

80190290

1

BODY S9 - ALUM 43/53 LAD THRU TANK

311

80245012

1

UPPER HATCH COMPARTMENT, LEFT & RIGHT SIDES

312

81165705

1

UNISTRUT TRACK IN COMPTS

313

80290016

1

COMPT DOORS, HINGED, ALUM, PAINTED

314

80225125

1

REAR COMPT DOOR (A1) AMDOR ROLL‐UP, PAINTED

315

80230350

1

COMPT INTERIOR FINISH, DA

316

80230405

1

HINGED COMPT DOORS INTERIOR FINISH, DA

317

84531215

1

COMPT LIGHTING, TECNIQ LED E44 LIGHT STRIPS, 2 PER COMPT

318

81390000

1

HOSEBED, REMOVABLE ALUM FLOORING
**ENG List the Hose Bed Hose Load Req. = Left to right-

319

1

500' 2.5" cloth jacketed, 800' 5" LDH CLOTH JACKETED. 300' 2.5" preconnected to front bed
connection

320

81330100

1

STANDARD HOSEBED HEIGHT

321

81410200

1

COVER, ALUMINUM 2 PC, MAIN HOSE BED

322

81331155

1

ALUM HOSEBED COVER SUPPORT, REMOVABLE REAR

323

81431200

1

REAR HOSEBED COVER, VINYL

324

81440230

1

COVER FASTENERS, METAL AIRPLANE LATCHES

1

**ENG Specify number of rear flaps, fasteners & and how they terminate (manufacturer’s
discretion or customer specified?) = TBD @ Pre-Con.

325
326

81330302

1

HOSE BED DIVIDERS, ADJ (2)

327

81332015

1

HOSEBED LIGHTING, FRONT, TECNIQ E44 LED LIGHT STRIP

328

81332115

1

HOSEBED LIGHTING, SIDES, TECNIQ E44 LED LIGHT STRIPS

329

81910100

1

HANDRAILS, KNURLED STS

14
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Item #

Qty

330

82290010

1

STEPS, FRONT BODY, IC FOLD DOWN W/LIGHT

331

82390001

1

STEPS, REAR BODY (14x11 & 14x8)

332

82510000

1

RUB RAILS, ANODIZED ALUM

333

83089500

1

ALUMINUM TREADPLATE (PRG2)

334

83030310

1

REAR STEP/TAILBOARD CORNERS, STRAIGHT

335

80290052

1

10 SCBA CYLINDER COMPTS (3 TRIPLE-FMI, 1 SINGLE-SIG4)

1

**ENG A triple bottle compartment cannot be located on the driver's side behind rear axle.

336

Item Description/Comments

337

80290230

1

DIVIDER FOR (3) TRIPLE SCBA COMPARTMENTS

338

80290310

1

DOOR FINISH, BRUSHED STAINLESS, SINGLE/DOUBLE SCBA COMPT (1)

339

80290420

3

DOOR FINISH, BRUSHED STAINLESS, TRIPLE SCBA COMPT (3)

340

88520300

1

DELETE 6" SUCTION HOSE

341

88540550

1

DELETE STD SUCTION HOSE MTG

342

88550300

1

STRAINER NOT PROVIDED

343

89988888

1

SPECIAL ITEM, center area in ladder compartment to be used for pike poles, broom storage, etc

344

83030705

1

REAR FENDERS, ALUMINUM TREADPLATE

345

89010000

1

DUO-SAFETY 900A 24'2-SEC & 775A 14' ROOF & 10' FOLDING

346

89590009

1

LADDER CHUTE W/BACKBOARD STORAGE & PIKE POLE STORAGE

347

10310310

1

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL
348

84550110

1

LICENSE PLATE BRACKET W/ LIGHT, LED

349

84511100

1

BODY ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION

350

84520000

1

BACK UP ALARM, ECCO SA917

351

85010340

1

TAILLIGHTS, WHELEN 600 SERIES, LED DOUBLE STOP/TAIL/TURN/REVERSE, QUAD HOUSING
(PAIR)

352

85110100

1

ICC LIGHTS, LED

353

85510200

1

STEP LIGHTS, LED, WHELEN 2G AT PUMP PANEL & REAR BODY

354

85710010

1

UNDERCARRIAGE GROUND LIGHTS, TRUCK-LITE #44042C LED

15
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Item #

Qty

355

86520100

1

REAR WORK LIGHTS, (2) UNITY FLOOD, LED

356

86600000

1

OPTICAL WARNING SYSTEM, UPPER

357

86610120

1

UPPER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE A (FRONT), WHELEN FREEDOM IV 72" LED LIGHT BAR,
F4N7QLED, 12 MODULES

358

86920110

1

UPPER ZONE A LIGHTBAR, SPECIAL CONFIGURATION

359

86910110

1

OPTICOM, INSTALLED IN LIGHT BAR, GTT 795H LED (FOR WHELEN LIGHTBAR)

360

86699999

1

UPPER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE B (OFFICER'S SIDE), COVERED BY ZONES A & C

361

86710120

1

UPPER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE C (REAR), WHELEN LED BEACONS, MCFLED2* (PAIR)

1

**ENG Rear beacons will be mounted on hatch compartment in lieu of a pedestal mount.

362

Item Description/Comments

363

86899999

1

UPPER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE D (DRIVER'S SIDE), COVERED BY ZONES A & C

364

87100000

1

OPTICAL WARNING SYSTEM, LOWER

365

87110110

1

LOWER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE A (FRONT), WHELEN 600 SUPER LED, 60*02F*R (QTY 4)

366

87811130

1

LOWER, ZONE A - MOUNTING LOCATION (DUAL HOUSINGS)

1

**ENG Zone A, Lower - Front, Mounting Location = (2) Warnings in top headlight housing, each
side.

367
368

87210130

1

LOWER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE B (OFFICER'S SIDE), WHELEN 600 SUPER LED, 60*02F*R (QTY
1), WHELEN 500 SUPER LED, 50*02F*R (QTY 1), ION T‐SERIES LED, TLI* (QTY 1)

369

87812110

1

LOWER, ZONE B - MOUNTING LOCATION (PUMPERS, TANKERS, RESCUES)

1

**ENG Zone B, Lower - Officer's Side, Mounting Location = -(1) Warning Light near the front
corner of the Apparatus. -(1) Warning Light near the rear Axle. -(1) Warning Light near the rear
corner of the Apparatus. -Reference Shop Order Drawing for lights and placement.

370
371

87310100

1

LOWER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE C (REAR), WHELEN 600 SUPER LED, 60*02F*R (QTY 2)

372

87410130

1

LOWER WARNING LIGHTS, ZONE D (DRIVER'S SIDE), WHELEN 600 SUPER LED, 60*02F*R (QTY 1),
WHELEN 500 SUPER LED, 50*02F*R (QTY 1), ION T‐SERIES LED, TLI* (QTY 1)

373

87814110

1

LOWER, ZONE D - MOUNTING LOCATION (PUMPERS, TANKERS, RESCUES)

1

**ENG Zone D, Lower - Driver's Side, Mounting Location = -(1) Warning Light near the front
corner of the Apparatus. -(1) Warning Light near the rear Axle. -(1) Warning Light near the rear
corner of the Apparatus. -Reference Shop Order Drawing for lights and placement.

2

ADDITIONAL WARNING LIGHTS, WHELEN 600 SUPER LED, 60*02F*R (PAIR) (2)

374
375

87537732
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376

87537750

1

ADDITIONAL WARNING LIGHTS, WHELEN M6V2* LED (PAIR) (1)

377

86537816

3

SCENE LIGHTS, WHELEN M9 LED, SURFACE MOUNT (PAIR) (3)

378

88393000

1

SCENE LIGHTS, FIRETECH 30K LUMENS, 12V LED, 72" 3‐PIECE BROW, FT‐B‐72‐ML‐3PKIT‐* (1)

1

**ENG ICC Cab Marker Lights Integrated in Brow Light = Yes

379

Item Description/Comments

380

88399940

6

ADDITIONAL SWITCH, 3-WAY FOR 12V LIGHTS (EA) (6)

381

10310410

1

PAINT & FINISH

PAINT & FINISH
382

89910010

1

CORROSION REDUCTION PROGRAM (PROPOSALS)

383

90010020

1

PAINT SCHEME

384

90030007

1

TWO TONE CAB

385

90029910

1

PAINT BREAK #1 - BOTTOM OF WINDSHIELD

386

90030155

1

PAINT FRAME RAILS & BODY REAR DROP - BODY COLOR

387

90030190

1

TEXTURED FRAME RAIL COATING

388

90510020

1

6" LETTERING, 22K UP TO 40

389

90530020

40

ADDITIONAL 6" 22KT LETTERS (EACH) (40)

390

90530305

1

BASIC 22KT GOLD FIRE DEPT EMBLEMS (Pair)

391

90573300

1

KEEP BACK 500 FT. 22KT

392

90610200

1

6" SCOTCHLITE STRIPE AROUND TRUCK

393

90630500

1

ONE PIECE "Z" STRIPE (UNDER 11-3/4")

394

90630100

2

1" SCOTCHLITE STRIPE ABOVE OR BELOW - EACH (2)

17
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Item #

Qty

Item Description/Comments

395

90680120

1

CHEVRON STRIPING, REAR BODY OUTBOARD, REFLEXITE

396

90670020

1

CHEVRON STRIPING, FRONT BUMPER, REFLEXITE

397

10310420

1

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
398

91010000

1

MISC EQUIP - (1) PINT TOUCH-UP PAINT, STAINLESS STEEL NUTS & BOLTS

399

91030700

1

ZIAMATIC SAC-44 FOLDING WHEEL CHOCKS (PAIR) MTD W/ SQCH-44H HOLDERS

400

10310600

1

COMPLETION & WARRANTY

COMPLETION & WARRANTY
401

99010000

1

MANUALS (1-PRINTED & 1-USB) WITH DVD

402

99031105

1

PICK-UP UNIT AT FACTORY

403

99520110

1

WARRANTY, ONE YEAR

404

99521100

1

WARRANTY, FRAME, LIFETIME

405

99521200

1

WARRANTY, CAB STRUCTURAL, 10 YR.

406

99521300

1

WARRANTY, BODY STRUCTURAL, 10 YR.

407

99521400

1

WARRANTY, PAINT, 10 YR.

408

99521900

1

WARRANTIES, MAJOR VENDOR COMPONENTS

409

10310500

1

DEALER SUPPLIED

DEALER SUPPLIED
410

PDB000219

1

DEALER SUPPLIED - OTHER - travel

411

PDB000219

1

DEALER SUPPLIED - OTHER - Precon and final in Ohio

412

PDB000219

1

DEALER SUPPLIED - OTHER - Contingency Fund ($12,500)

413

PDB000219

1

DEALER SUPPLIED - OTHER - 2 KW Legacy Inverter (R1 Compartment)

1

COOPERATIVE PURCHASING AGENCY FEES

414

18

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Human Resources Director to execute a policy with
UnitedHealthcare to provide an Employer Group Waiver Plan (EGWP) for Medicare retiree
prescription drug benefit coverage for a one-year period commencing on January 1, 2022.
PREPARED BY:

Ashley Kilker, Benefits Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Bogdan Vitas, City Administrator
Leah Miller, Human Resources Director

FISCAL IMPACT:

441-9964-415.03-22 - $424,400
Total - $424,400
This number will change as retirees age and move to
Medicare coverage. The amount listed on the attached
renewal form is based on the current enrollment of 184.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

UHC-BP Renewal Proposal

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to accept a one-year renewal provided by UHC with a 0%
(no) increase to premiums for the 2022 calendar year.
BACKGROUND
The EGWP plan was implemented in 2018 after an analysis was performed comparing prescription
claims costs from the self-insured plan to the fully insured EGWP plan premium cost. Using a
10% increase to 2017 prescription claims cost, a savings of $152,868 was obtained for the 2018
plan year. Per the health benefits consultant for the City, providing a fully insured prescription
drug plan for Medicare retirees is a standard risk management strategy. Medicare retirees are a
higher risk group who tend to have higher prescription benefit utilization and therefore, it is
typically more advantageous to use the EGWP plan.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
• Provide a self-insured pharmacy benefit to retirees eligible for Medicare, which would
likely increase the City’s expenses and provide less stability in claims costs.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Premiums for 2022 are remaining the same
• UHC has been the provider of these services since 2018 and therefore renewing provides
continuity for retirees.
• Covering retiree Medicare prescription drug costs via an EGWP removes the variability of

covering the claims directly, making it easier to anticipate expenses.
Disadvantage:
• None
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
UHC-EGWP Renewal Proposal
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

City of Moline
619 16th St.
Moline, IL 62165
July 21, 2021
Dear City of Moline,
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you and your Medicare-eligible retirees. We know you have a
choice and we sincerely appreciate your selection of UnitedHealthcare as your retiree coverage partner.
UnitedHealthcare remains committed to providing our clients with high-quality, cost-effective health
plans and an experience for your retirees that is simple, personal, and caring.
Rest assured we will continue to partner with you through this pandemic, we have made it our mission
to ensure our members continue to receive the support they need during what has been a very difficult
time. Many of the innovative tools we have developed, and ways we met members needs will become
best practices even once the pandemic is behind us.
Choosing a retiree coverage partner is an important decision. As you consider the enclosed 2022
renewal information, we hope our commitment to quality, service, affordability, and helping your
retirees lead healthier lives will help make your decision easy. Enclosed you will find:
•
•
•

A renewal checklist
A summary of your benefits
Your 2022 renewal rate sheet

I sincerely thank you for your continued trust in UnitedHealthcare. I look forward to working with you to
complete your 2022 renewal. Please let me know if you have questions; I am here to help.
Sincerely,
Sheri Harmon-Butts
Strategic Account Executive

2021 Renewal Checklist – Action Required!
This letter is our plan year 2022 renewal communication with you. Our contract to provide group retiree
benefits is considered “evergreen” and will continue into 2022 without needing to be rewritten or
amended.
To help ensure a smooth renewal, we have included a few helpful reminders:
□

Notify us of your Open Enrollment at least 8 weeks before it starts. Recognizing the increased
risks to our retiree population during COVID-19 and understanding that social distancing
measures may still be in place, we are prepared to meet your population virtually again this
year. We look forward to discussing our virtual options with you. So that we can meet CMS
requirements, we do require a minimum of 8 weeks’ notice so that we can create and deliver
your enrollment materials. If you are not able to meet this deadline, please notify me as soon as
possible so we can discuss alternative options.

□

Review the contact information on the renewal document to ensure accuracy. If there are any
changes, please let us know.

□

Provide confirmation of renewal via email back to sheri_harmonbutts@uhc.com by August 30,
2021

Your 2021 Renewal Rates
Your current premium rate is:

$192.21

Our 2022 proposed rate, based on the current plan design, is:

$192.21

Please see the renewal document for plan details. We are happy to discuss other alternative plan
designs that may lower your premium rate.

Notices
By City of Moline’s acceptance of this proposal or upon City of Moline’s first premium payment,
whichever occurs first, City of Moline represents to UnitedHealthcare that it offers employment-based
retiree coverage as that term is defined in 42 CFR 422.106(d)(5) and that it will only enroll individuals
with the status of a retired participant, or spouse or dependent of a retired participant, in the group’s
employment-based group plan.

Summary of Medicare and Product Changes for 2022
Prescription Drug Coverage
2022 CMS Cost Sharing Thresholds
In 2022, the CMS cost sharing thresholds or amounts members must pay for Part D have changed. The
chart below lists the changes for your reference. Please note: many group plans include additional
coverage beyond what is shown below; your plan benefits are not necessarily changing.

Deductible
Initial Coverage Limit
Standard Coverage Gap
(your plan may have
additional coverage)

Catastrophic Phase
Begins
Standard Catastrophic
Member Cost Share

Maximum copayments
Tier 1 Generics
Tier 2 Preferred Brand
Tier 3 Non-Preferred
Brand
Tier 4 Specialty Drugs

2021
$445
$4,130
Generic Drugs – 75%
coverage
Brand Drugs – 70%
manufacturer
discount PLUS 5%
plan coverage
$6,550 TrOOP

2022
$480
$4,430
Generic Drugs – 75%
coverage
Brand Drugs – 70%
manufacturer discount
PLUS 5% plan coverage

The greater of $3.70
or 5% coinsurance for
generic drugs
The greater of $9.20
or 5% coinsurance for
brand name drugs

The greater of $3.95 or
5% coinsurance for
generic drugs
The greater of $9.85 or
5% coinsurance for
brand name drugs

$15*
$47
$100

$15*
$47
$100

$100

$100

$7,050 TrOOP

*CMS permits cost sharing up to $20. However, UHC limits member cost sharing at $15. Requests for
Tier 1 cost shares above $15 must be approved through our exception process.
Brand over Generic Approaches
To maintain an affordable and sustainable Part D benefit, we may from time to time implement “brand
over generic” strategies. While new generic products coming to market are often lower in price than
their brand-name equivalents, this is not always the case: sometimes they cost more. Depending on
market conditions, we may choose not to add certain new generic medications to our plan formulary
until the generic drug’s price falls enough to become the lowest-net-cost product. In these instances,
the brand-name medication will remain on the plan formulary at the same or better coverage tier for a
period of time.

Authorized Generics (aka “Authorized Brand Alternatives”)
Several manufacturers have recently launched authorized generics of brand drugs. Contrary to the
name, authorized generics are brand drugs. To manage Part D plan cost, we may prefer the originator
brand product over the authorized generic by either covering the authorized generic at a higher tier or
not adding the authorized generic to the formulary.
5-tier formulary option
In 2022 we will continue to offer our 5-tier Group Performance formulary that helps optimize cost
effectiveness while maintaining prescription drug access for beneficiaries. Please let me know if you are
interested in receiving a quote and learning more about a potential change.
Preferred Pharmacy network option
In 2022 we will continue to offer our Preferred Pharmacy network that helps optimize cost effectiveness
while maintaining prescription drug access for beneficiaries. This option does require a reduced copay
for Tier 1 drugs at preferred retail pharmacies. Please let me know if you are interested in receiving a
quote and learning more about a potential change.

UnitedHealthcare

City of Moline

UnitedHealthcare MedicareRx for Groups (PDP)

1/ 1/2022 - 12/31/2022

Plan: City of Moline - PDP Plan

Outpatient Prescription Drug Coverage
Prescription Drug Plan
Pharmacy Network
Non-OptumRx Mail Order Network
Formulary Base
Formulary Edits (step therapy, quantity limits, prior authorization)
Benefit Name
Part D Gap Coverage
Initial Coverage Limit
True Out of Pocket Threshold (TrOOP)
Catastrophic Coverage over TrOOP
Copay for generics
Copay for all other drugs
<->OR<-> Coinsurance

Custom Plan
Standard
Excluded
Group Choice Formulary G
Standard:Edits On
Minimum
In Network Services
Full Coverage
$4,430
$7,050
Custom
$3.95
$9.85
0%

Day Supply

Retail Day Supply
Retail Day Supply Tier 4 Limit
Mail Order Day Supply
Mail Order Day Supply Tier 4 Limit

Maximum

30
30
90
90

Primary Plan - ICL Phase
Retail Tier 1
Retail Tier 2
Retail Tier 3
Retail Tier 4
Mail Order Tier 1
Mail Order Tier 2
Mail Order Tier 3
Mail Order Tier 4

$10
$10
$20
$20
$20
$20
$40
$40

UnitedHealthcare Group Medicare Advantage® plans are offered by United HealthCare Insurance Company and its affiliated companies, Medicare Advantage
Organizations with a Medicare contract. Limitations, copayments and coinsurance may apply. Benefits may vary by employer group.
By group’s acceptance of this proposal or upon group’s first premium payment, whichever occurs first, Group represents to UnitedHealthcare that it offers
employment-based retiree coverage as that term is defined in 42 CFR 422.106(d)(5) and that it will only enroll individuals with the status of a retired participant,
or spouse or dependent of a retired participant, in the group’s employment-based group plan.

Footnotes
Name

Code

Status

Category

Footnote

FN-06776

Rx075

Active

Pharmacy

90 Day Supply at Retail is 2x Retail Copay

Rate Page Report : RP-08115
Group Name

CITY OF MOLINE

Final Rates for

1/1/2022 - 12/31/2022

Quoted Service Area

Quoted Membership

Members Under Age 65

National

184

3

Quoted Year: 2022

Rate Components
Net Premium

Details

$192.21

ACA Insurer Fee

$0

Total Premium

$192.21

UAF Type Preliminary

Current Contract S5820

Contract Begin Date 1/1/2022

Quoted PBP 803

Contract End Date 12/31/2022

Current Group Number 24922-001-E

Situs State Illinois

Market National

Full Replace Slice Full Replace
Emp Contribution

Current Membership

100%

184

Premium Delay No

Quote Name CITY OF MOLINE

Rating Method Full Replace

Product Type PDP

Stipulations
* This is a Preliminary quote effective 01/01/2022 - 12/31/2022. The situs state is Illinois.
While we make every effort to honor the rates quoted (notwithstanding the other quote stipulations below), we reserve the right to change these preliminary rates and/or
the plan designs quoted based on the final call letter from CMS and the actual National average Part D bid for 2022.
To ensure proper claim adjudication effective 01/01/2022, it is imperative that we have final 01/01/2022 plan design decisions from employers as soon as possible. Final
decisions received after 11/1/2021 could be problematic in terms of claim adjudication on 01/01/2022.
This quote assumes that the employer pays 100% of the premium.
If members who have previously opted out are to be allowed back into the plan, then this fact must be disclosed at the time of quote.
If the enrollment were to change by more than +/- 10% from current enrollment, we reserve the right to adjust the rates.
Please note the following with regard to the drug coverage on these PDP products: (i) We reserve the right to change our Part D formulary for calendar year 2022. We also
reserve the right to change our pharmacy benefit manager and/or our pharmacy network for calendar year 2022. (ii) There is a specific, Part D drug formulary that applies to
all of our PDP plan offerings. (iii) All Part D prescription drug coverage is considered to be creditable, therefore Creditable Coverage Notices are not required.
United reserves the right to modify its 2022 rates in the event of changes to existing laws, regulations, or any new legislation, assessments, taxes, and/or marketplace
changes to the Part D programs that will have an impact to the program costs or revenue, including but not limited to: (i) the proposed changes to the Part D program (e.g.
point-of-sale rebates); (ii) changes in the methodology used to calculate CMS payments including any changes due to EGWP bid waiver; (iii) any plan design changes required
by the applicable regulatory authority (i.e. mandated benefits); (iv) any Force Majeure event, including but not limited to national pandemic, act of God, acts of terrorism, or
anything beyond United's reasonable control; or (v) as otherwise permitted in our contract.
Quote assumes $0.00 PMPM commission level.
3 Pre-65 Medicare eligible retirees are included.
The premium rate quoted herein assumes that premiums are due in full on a monthly basis on or before the last business day of the month

Rate Page Report : RP-08116
Group Name

CITY OF MOLINE

Final Rates for

1/1/2022 - 12/31/2022

Quoted Service Area

Quoted Membership

Members Under Age 65

New York

184

3

Quoted Year: 2022

Rate Components
Net Premium

Details

$192.21

ACA Insurer Fee

$0

Total Premium

$192.21

UAF Type Preliminary

Contract Begin Date 1/1/2022
Contract End Date 12/31/2022
Situs State Illinois
Full Replace Slice Full Replace
Emp Contribution

100%

Quote Name CITY OF MOLINE

Current Contract S5805
Quoted PBP 803
Current Group Number 24922-002-E
Market New York
Current Membership

184

Premium Delay No
Rating Method Full Replace

Product Type PDP

Stipulations
* This is a Preliminary quote effective 01/01/2022 - 12/31/2022. The situs state is Illinois.
While we make every effort to honor the rates quoted (notwithstanding the other quote stipulations below), we reserve the right to change these preliminary rates and/or
the plan designs quoted based on the final call letter from CMS and the actual National average Part D bid for 2022.
To ensure proper claim adjudication effective 01/01/2022, it is imperative that we have final 01/01/2022 plan design decisions from employers as soon as possible. Final
decisions received after 11/1/2021 could be problematic in terms of claim adjudication on 01/01/2022.
This quote assumes that the employer pays 100% of the premium.
If members who have previously opted out are to be allowed back into the plan, then this fact must be disclosed at the time of quote.
If the enrollment were to change by more than +/- 10% from current enrollment, we reserve the right to adjust the rates.
Please note the following with regard to the drug coverage on these PDP products: (i) We reserve the right to change our Part D formulary for calendar year 2022. We also
reserve the right to change our pharmacy benefit manager and/or our pharmacy network for calendar year 2022. (ii) There is a specific, Part D drug formulary that applies to
all of our PDP plan offerings. (iii) All Part D prescription drug coverage is considered to be creditable, therefore Creditable Coverage Notices are not required.
United reserves the right to modify its 2022 rates in the event of changes to existing laws, regulations, or any new legislation, assessments, taxes, and/or marketplace
changes to the Part D programs that will have an impact to the program costs or revenue, including but not limited to: (i) the proposed changes to the Part D program (e.g.
point-of-sale rebates); (ii) changes in the methodology used to calculate CMS payments including any changes due to EGWP bid waiver; (iii) any plan design changes required
by the applicable regulatory authority (i.e. mandated benefits); (iv) any Force Majeure event, including but not limited to national pandemic, act of God, acts of terrorism, or
anything beyond United's reasonable control; or (v) as otherwise permitted in our contract.
Quote assumes $0.00 PMPM commission level.

3 Pre-65 Medicare eligible retirees are included.
The premium rate quoted herein assumes that premiums are due in full on a monthly basis on or before the last business day of the month

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute an agreement with Navitus
Health Solutions, LLC (“Navitus”) for pharmacy benefit management services for a twoyear period commencing January 1, 2022.
PREPARED BY:

Ashley Kilker, Benefits Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Bogdan Vitas, City Administrator
Leah Miller, Human Resources Director

FISCAL IMPACT:

440-9964-415.03-22 - $32,171
441-9964-415.03-22 - $4,303
Total - $36,474

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Navitus Renewal

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to accept the two-year renewal provided by Navitus with
a 0% increase (no change) to administration fees over the two-year period.
Navitus’ proposal includes pricing and rebate improvements that will assist the City in controlling
long-term healthcare costs. Navitus continues to have a transparent model that includes detailed
reporting and the ability to audit their services at any time.
The City must have pharmacy benefit management services for its self-insured plan to process
prescription drug claims and pay pharmacy providers. Partnering with Navitus provides access to
a nationwide pharmacy network and a comprehensive listing of prescription drugs.
Navitus’ focus is the provision of pharmacy benefit management services to self-insured health
and pharmacy plans.
BACKGROUND
Navitus currently provides the following third-party administration services for the health plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacy claims Processing and Appeals
Pharmacy Network Credentialing & Management Services
Pharmacy Data Services
Compliance Services
Formulary Management & Rebate Services
Safety, Drug Price and Volume Management

•
•
•
•

Internal & External Review Processes
Step Therapy Care and Quantity Limit Management
Medication Synchronization Management
Disease Management

ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
• Renew with Navitus for a one-year term instead of the proposed two-year term. Renewing
with a one-year term would result in an increase in administration fees.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Navitus has been the provider of these services since 2019, which provides the following
advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Benefit structure already in place
No disruption in network providers
No disruption in drug formulary
Continuing access to reports for claims analysis
Access to reports required by the auditor

There are no disadvantages.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
Navitus Renewal
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

FIRST AMENDMENT TO
PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Amendment to Pharmacy Benefit Management Services Agreement is made effective as of
January 1, 2022 between Navitus Health Solutions, LLC (“Navitus”), and City of Moline, Illinois
(“Client”).
WHEREAS, Navitus and Client have executed a Pharmacy Benefit Management Services
Agreement dated January 1, 2019 (the “Agreement”);
WHEREAS, Navitus and Client desire to amend the Agreement as set forth below;
NOW THEREFORE, Navitus and Client agree as follows:
1.

Amendments to the Agreement.

1.1.
Article VI. Term and Termination. Section 6.01 is hereby deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:
Section 6.01. Term of Agreement and Termination by Mutual Agreement. This Agreement is effective
as of the Go Live Date above and will continue in full force and effect for a period of three years (“Initial
Term”). This Agreement will continue again from January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2023 (the “First
Renewal Term”). After the First Renewal Term has ended, this Agreement will automatically renew for
additional subsequent one-year periods (each, a “Renewal Term”) unless sooner terminated as described in this
Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated at any time by mutual written consent of the parties. If Client
terminates this Agreement prior to the end of the then-current term, then Client shall pay Navitus an amount
equal to the Minimum Monthly Administrative Fee as set forth in Exhibit 1 multiplied by the remaining number
of months left in the term at the time of such termination.

1.2.
Exhibit 1. Administrative Services Fee Schedule. The first paragraph of Exhibit 1
is hereby deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:
Client agrees to pay Navitus an administrative fee of $2.49 per Eligible Person per month during the First
Renewal Term; provided that the monthly administrative fee will not be less than $2,192.00 (the “Minimum
Monthly Administrative Fee”). At the beginning of each full year thereafter, the amount of the administrative
charge may increase by 3% for inflation and other business-related expenses. The administrative fee does not
include fees for certain additional charges, described below.

2.
Other Terms. All other terms of the Agreement, which have not been expressly modified by
this amendment, will remain in full force and effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Navitus and Client have caused this amendment to be signed by duly
authorized representatives below.

Navitus Health Solutions, LLC

City of Moline, Illinois

By:

By:

Name:

Name:

Title:

Title:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Human Resources Director to execute a policy with
UnitedHealthcare-BP to provide reinsurance coverage for medical and prescription drug benefit
claims for a one-year period commencing on January 1, 2022.
PREPARED BY:

Ashley Kilker, Benefits Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Bogdan Vitas, City Administrator
Leah Miller, Human Resources Director

FISCAL IMPACT:

440-9964-415.03-22 - $407,040.72
441-9964-415.03-22 - $90,046.56
Total - $497,087.28

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

UHC-BP Renewal Proposal

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to accept a one-year renewal provided by UHC-BP with an
overall increase of 2.95% to premiums and up to 15% experience refund available.
The renewal increase provided by UHC-BP is reasonable and below what the City’s Health Benefits
Consultant has seen in the reinsurance market when comparing contract terms currently in place
(advanced funding, experience refund, etc.). The stop loss market has hardened and average renewal
increases seen by the Health Benefits Consultant have been between 10% - 20% due to:
•
•
•
•

Increase incidences in $1,000,000+ claims
High cost specialty pharmacy products
Potential long term COVID-19 impact
Lower interest rates

Additionally, the Health Benefits Consultant is seeing a 5% - 15% trend in medical costs. The
renewal provided by UHC-BP is well below the 10% - 20% average renewal increases and below the
5% - 15% trend.
In addition, if another vender were used, there would be a $5.00 per member per month stop loss carve
out administrative fee charged by UMR to use an outside stop loss carrier. This is not applicable if the
renewal with UHC-BP is accepted. The estimated annual cost of this carve out fee would be $23,100.
BACKGROUND
UHC-BP currently provides reinsurance for the City’s self-funded health plan. Reinsurance coverage
is applied to active employees and retirees not eligible for Medicare.

Reinsurance is purchased to provide protection to the health fund on two levels through specific and
aggregate plans.
•
•

Specific reinsurance provides protection on an individual basis. A deductible of $175,000 per
covered member is applicable and if the deductible is satisfied, specific reinsurance begins
paying claims for that individual for the remainder of the year.
Aggregate reinsurance provides coverage for the plan as a whole to protect against catastrophic
situations where multiple individuals have large claims. A deductible of 125% of “expected
claims” as calculated by underwriters from UHC-BP is applicable for this plan.

Additionally, UHC-BP offers an experience refund with regard to the specific reinsurance calculated
as follows:
•
•

Premiums Paid by the City - Claims Paid by UHC-BP for claims above $175,000 per
individual = Loss Ratio
Loss Ratio x 60% x 15% = Experience Refund

While the refund amount cannot yet be calculated for the 2021 plan year, the City received an
experience refund of $28,948.29 for the 2020 plan year. The experience refund offered at that time was
25%.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
• Perform RFP for reinsurance products. RFPs were done for the 2019 and 2020 plan years and
no companies responded other than UHC-BP. The increase offered by UHC-BP is well below
the average and trend encountered by the City’s Health Benefits Consultant.
• Increase/decrease specific and aggregate deductibles from current levels.
• Not purchase specific and aggregate reinsurance products for the health plan, thereby exposing
the health fund to additional risk. The City could consider not purchasing aggregate reinsurance
to save approximately $28,043.40 in 2022, but that should be part of a larger conversation with
regard to the City’s financial policies.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Competitive rates
• Provides protection to the Health Fund from high dollar claims
Disadvantage:
• Cost of these plans are high; however, they provide protection to the Health Fund and the
City.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
UHC-BP Renewal Proposal
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

UnitedHealthcare - BP Proposal
Proposed Schedule - Excess Loss Coverage
United HealthCare Insurance Company
Firm Offer
Group Name:

City of Moline

Proposal Prepared Date:

10/12/2021

Effective Date of Proposal:

1/1/2022

Expiration Date of Proposal:

A.

Sales Rep:

Mary Thomas

Administrator of the Plan:

Underwriter:

Derek Rounds

Network of Plan:

SPECIFIC (INDIVIDUAL) EXCESS LOSS COVERAGE:
Specific Deductible per covered person :
$175,000
Lifetime Amount per covered person:

Single
Family
Composite

UMR
UnitedHealthcare Choice Plus

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

$52.57
$131.43
$101.52

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
N/A

$469,040

$0

$0

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

Contract Basis:
Monthly Premium Rates:

11/26/2021

# Units

146
239
385

Annual
Separate Specific Deductible(s):

Additional Aggregating Specific Deductible:

Optional Specific Terminal Liability fee:

Run-in limit per person:
Covered Benefits under Specific:

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$18.27

$0.00

$0.00

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Medical Yes

RX Yes

● Step-Down Deductible - with pre-qualified service at an OptumHealth Transplant Centers of Excellence Network Facility a 15% step down may apply/see page 2.
● Common Accident Provision included at no cost. (Not available in Wisconsin due to state regulation.)
● Specific Accommodation Reimbursement (12 months) is included at no cost.
● UHC-BP Pays as UMR Pays - Enhanced Accelerated Reimbursement see page 2.
● Independent Review Organization Coverage for Claim Appeals see page 2.
● Experience Refund is included. (Groups with an Aggregating Specific Deductible do not qualify)
Rate Lock-in see page 2.

B.

AGGREGATE EXCESS LOSS COVERAGE:
ASL Level:
Contract Basis:
Monthly Aggregate Factors:
# Units
Single
146
Family
239
Composite
385

N/A

Annual

Aggregate Run-In Limits:

125%

125%

125%

125%

125%

125%

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

PAID / 12

$836.49
$2,091.24
$1,615.41

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

$7,463,208

$0

$0

$0

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Covered Benefits under Aggregate:
Yes
Medical
Yes
Rx Card
Aggregate Premium:
$6.07
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
Annual Premium
$28,043
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
Optional Aggregate Accommodation (PSPM):
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Optional Aggregate Terminal Liability (PSPM):
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Minimum Annual Aggregate Attachment Point: Greater of quoted attachment point or 1st month's enrollment x 12 x monthly aggregate factors.
Company's Limit of Liability (Reimbursement Limit) 100% of payments in excess of the Annual Aggregate Attachment Point
to a maximum of $1,000,000.00.
If City of Moline elects OptumRx through a UMR contract and have for the proposed policy year adopted at least the following cost management programs for
all benefit plans through OptumRx; Prior Authorization, Quantity Limits and Specialty Drug, UHC-BP will provide a discount of 2% to the current aggregate
factors. At a minimum all three of these programs must be elected. If these programs were in place through OptumRx during the previous policy period the
discount does not apply – they must be newly adopted for the proposed policy period.
C.

COMMISSIONS:

D.

PROPOSAL QUALIFICATIONS are shown on page 2.

0%

Page 1 of 2

UnitedHealthcare - BP Proposal
Group Name:

Proposal Qualifications

City of Moline

This proposal will not be considered firm until all additional requirements, disclosure requirements, and other qualifications have been received and approved
by UHC-BP. This proposal is based on the data submitted, plus other information furnished relevant to underwriting the risk, including statistics with reference
to premiums paid and claims incurred with the present carrier. UHC-BP will not be bound by any typographical errors contained herein. Subject to the
qualifications below, the proposal is valid for the stated effective date provided a signed application (if applicable) is received, and deposit premium on new
groups arrives before the expiration date on page 1.
Additional Data Requirements:
Updated Claims & Lives through

9/30/2021

Updated Large Claim Management information and individual claim runs. Subject to Medical Underwriting review. Lasers may apply.
Other Qualifications
Step-Down Deductible Requirement
This quote assumes acceptance of the OptumHealth Care Solution network, access includes the Centers of Excellence Networks. With a pre-qualified
● service at an OptumHealth Transplant Center of Excellence Network Facility, the covered person's specific deductible will be reduced by 15% during the
policy period the benefit is paid by the Plan. Not applicable to lasered individuals.
UHC-BP Pays as UMR Pays - Enhanced Accelerated Reimbursement.
Accelerated Reimbursement is a process in which the stop loss carrier will expedite the eligible claim reimbursement to a group when an individual exceeds
● the Individual Specific Deductible and Aggregating Specific Deductible, if applicable. Claim requests are paid prior to any audits. In the case of any
overpayment steps will be taken to recover.
Independent Review Organization - Claim Appeals
Claim appeals approved by an Independent Review Organization (IRO) as provided in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) will be
●
reimbursed according to the terms and conditions of the Excess Loss Policy.
Lock-in
A rate lock-in will be considered upon receipt of complete monthly paid claims, enrollment, large claim reports, and disclosure statement (see Disclosure
Qualifications). Please provide claim data through 09/30/21 by 10/21/21 for lock-in consideration. After review of this data, a final/firm proposal will be
released with an expiration date of 45 business days.
Experience Refund
● Groups may be eligible to receive an experience refund of up to 15% of the Specific Stop Loss premium.
Proposal Qualifications
● Retirees Covered under Individual Stop Loss and Aggregate Stop Loss - Pre 65
● Retirees Excluded under Individual Stop Loss and Aggregate Stop Loss - Post 65
●

Underwriting reserves the right to change the terms and/or the conditions of coverage when the participation varies by more than 10% and/or whenever
plan or network changes occur.

● 75% minimum participation is required unless specifically approved by underwriting.
●

Plan needs to include Utilization Management, Complex Condition CARE, precertification and transplant network - Without these products the specific rates
may increase.

● Stop-loss coverage is for non-occupational injuries and illnesses.
● Government surcharges, pool charges, covered lives assessments, and PPO access fees are not covered by the Excess Loss Policy.
● Actively at work provision for employee and non-confinement provision for dependent's) waived subject to disclosure.
● Quote is subject to receipt of completed Disclosure Statement and our acceptance of the same.
Plan Assumptions
● Assumes continuation of the current plan design, unless otherwise noted, using the network indicated on page 1.
Disclosure Qualifications
● All claimants reported in the request for proposal as being "deceased", "terminated", "waived", and "not covered" are excluded from stop-loss coverage.
If UHC-BP later learns of any material inaccuracy in such information, or failure or refusal to disclose any such information, including all claims or possible
● claims which you would know about, we may reject a claim to which such information applies, reject the application change the terms, conditions, premiums
or void coverage.
● Quote is subject to receipt of completed Disclosure Statement and our acceptance of the same.
UHC-BP will require updated diagnosis and prognosis including anticipated treatment and estimated costs for any claim exceeding 50% of the specific level
as well as details on any individual on a transplant waiting list.
Pending claim report.
Known confinements that have not yet generated a bill.
Subrogated or denied claims.
Quote is contingent on receipt/review of precertifications for more than three days during the past 6 months.
PLEASE CIRCLE SELECTED OPTION on page 1. Client Signature is required :____________________________________________

Date:
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute an agreement with UMR, Inc.
(UMR) to provide administrative services for medical and prescription drug benefit claims
and administrative services for dental, vision and flexible benefit claims for a two-year
period commencing January 1, 2022.
PREPARED BY:

Ashley Kilker, Benefits Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Bogdan Vitas, City Administrator
Leah Miller, Human Resources Director

FISCAL IMPACT:

440-9964-415.03-22 - $152,850
441-9964-415.03-22 - $120,742
Total - $273,592

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

UMR Renewal

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to accept the two-year renewal provided by UMR with a
2.3% increase to medical administration fees in year one and a 3.8% increase in year two with no
increase in flexible spending administrative fees either year.
UMR’s two-year proposal includes a new dedicated toll-free telephone number at no cost that
allows customization options for messaging and dedicated customer support representatives.
UMR is also providing claims and account management performance guarantees with the
opportunity to receive a return of up to 13% in base administration and network fees. The twoyear proposal also includes the Emerging CARE program at no cost for year one. The program
provides assistance, advocacy and support to help avoid high-risk health conditions with the goal
of lowering or preventing costly claims. The program provides the completion of the total
population management model and focuses on members who are showing health behaviors that
could lead to movement to a high-risk status.
The City must have a third party administrator for its self-insured plan to process claims and pay
providers (doctors, dentists, hospitals, etc.). Partnering with UMR provides access to the
nationwide UnitedHealthcare network of providers for medical services.
UMR’s focus is the provision of third party administration services to self-insured health plans.

BACKGROUND
UMR currently provides the following third party administration services for the health plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical claims processing and appeals
Dental claims processing and appeals
Vision claims processing appeals
Flexible spending planning administration for medical and dependent care plans
including issuance of debit cards
Provider network access
COBRA Administration
Utilization management
Case management
Maternity management
Disease management
Emergency CARE Management including emergency room decision support
Teladoc virtual visits
Chronic neck and back pain program
Annual summary of benefits and coverage creation required by the Affordable Care Act
Access to OptumHealth Centers of Excellent for transplant procedures

ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
• Renew with UMR for a one-year term instead of the proposed two-year term. Renewing
with a one-year term would result in loss of the enhancements that are offered with the
two-year term (dedicated 800#, Emerging CARE program, performance guarantees).
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
UMR has been the provider of these services since 2018, which provides the following advantages:
•
•
•
•

Benefit structure already in place
No disruption in network providers
Continuing access to reports for claims analysis
Access to SSAE 18 report required by the auditor

There are no disadvantages.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
UMR Renewal
� FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

September 2021

A renewal presentation for City Of Moline
Presented to Holmes Murphy
by Mary Thomas

Rounds, Derek
0

Renewal Services

Subtotal
533

39
41.81091932

$

42.90

44.55315971

0

Customer Name : City Of Moline
Plan Renewal Date : 1/1/2022
All fees shown as per employee per month (PEPM) unless otherwise noted.
Proposed renewal fees assume all existing products and services written with UMR (known as The TPA) will be retained
throughout the renewal period. New products and services may be added; however, proposed fees are subject to change
and/or additional fees may apply if any existing products or services are discontinued.

Administration and access fees
Medical claims
Medical client advisor commission
Required stop loss interface fee
UnitedHealthcare Choice Plus ® network - access fee
COBRA administration
Utilization management (UM)
Complex Condition CARE
Maternity CARE
Ongoing Condition CARE
NurseLine (NL)
Emerging CARE
External Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM) Interface
Dental claims
Medical and pharmacy integration - per participating employee
per month
Flexible spending - health care account (HCA) - per employee
per account per month
Flexible spending - dependent care account (DCA) - per
employee per account per month
UMR Vision claims administration - indemnity vision benefit
included with the medical plan document
Telemedicine (Teladoc)*
Claim Fiduciary
Persistent Back and Neck Pain CARE
CRS Benchmark Program – Multiplan’s Complementary
Network, Fee Negotiation and Data iSight - % of savings

533
533
533
533
533
533
533
533
533
533
532

Current Fees
$34.31
Net
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
N/A
$2.00
$2.39

Renewal Fees
1/1/2022
$35.12
Net
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Waived
$2.10
$2.51

Renewal Fees
1/1/2023
$35.97
Net
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
$0.50
$2.21
$2.63

533

$1.05

$1.10

$1.16

104

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

7

$3.94

$3.94

$3.94

Subscribers
533

533

$0.79

$0.79

$0.79

533
533
533

Included
Included
$0.12

Included
Included
$0.13

Included
Included
$0.13

533

22%

22%

22%

Non-preferred vendor surcharge: An additional stop loss interface fee surcharge of $5.00 PEPM applies if stop loss coverage is not placed with a TPA
preferred vendor. This fee is in addition to the “Required stop loss interface fee” which applies for all groups. Consult your TPA representative for a list
of preferred vendors.
UnitedHealthcare Choice Plus assumes that the benefit plans will meet the steerage requirements of the networks proposed or will be changed to meet
the requirements, including but not limited to: deductible, out-of-pocket, coinsurance and plan limitations. Usage of the Choice Plus network requires
employer participation in Value Based Contracting payment methodologies.

External PBM Vendors are subject to prior approval and may require additional fees. For groups with less than 100 subscribers, OptumRx is required.

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022
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Additional Services
Plan Effective Date : 1/1/2022
All renewal fees are good for one year and are shown as per employee per month (PEPM) unless otherwise noted

Plan Administration
Summary Plan Document (SPD) Preparation Fee
Summary Plan Document (SPD) Amendment
ID card mailing charge - employee residence
New York surcharge filing and administration - annual fee
Claim reprocessing - per claim
SM

OptumHealth Care Solutions - centers of excellence
Subrogation - percent of recoveries
Credit Balance Recovery - percent of recoveries
Federal external review for appeals - for non-grandfathered plans for adverse
benefit determinations that involve medical judgment or a rescission of
coverage.
Full/Partial Summary of Benefits and Coverage (SBC) creation with data UMR
has on file (includes initial SBC plus one amendment, electronic version only
provided to employer)
Translation of SBC into non-English text
Print and ship SBCs to employer at open enrollment (approval required)
Inclusion of outside vendor data in SBC in UMR standard format, e.g. carved
out benefits (approval required)
Two or more SBC requests per year

Current Fees
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
$25.00

Renewal Fees 1/1/2022
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
Included with medical
administration
$25.00

Cost per transplant

Cost per transplant

30%
20%

30%
20%

Up to 5 included, then $500.00
per review

Up to 5 included, then $500.00
per review

Included with medical
administration

Included with medical
administration

Cost of translation

Cost of translation

Cost plus postage

Cost plus postage

$1,000 per SBC per benefit plan

$1,000 per SBC per benefit plan

$500.00 per SBC per benefit plan

$500.00 per SBC per benefit plan

Included with COBRA
administration

Included with COBRA
administration

$1.40

$1.40

$100.00

$100.00

$250

$250

COBRA
COBRA additional UMR lines (dental, vision, flexible spending) - per line

Consumer-Driven Health Care
Debit card - per card per month

Reporting
Ad hoc reports and analysis - per hour (2 hours included with medical
administration)

Banking
Custodial banking - monthly fee (deposit required)

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services

Customer Name : City Of Moline
Plan Effective Date : 1/1/2022
Subscribers : 533
The TPA is pleased to provide the following proposal describing our services. Although the final terms of the arrangement will be reflected in the
contracts between City Of Moline and the TPA, this document will provide supplemental information to the Administrative Services.

The quotation presented in the Financial Exhibits was based on the assumptions outlined in this document. The information contained in this
proposal is confidential. This proposal requires a minimum lead time from notice of sale to the plan effective date for implementation. This will
depend upon plan complexity and group size.
The following is a list of the standard administrative services offered by the TPA with year-one fees only listed. In addition to our standard
services, we have indicated those additional services that may be offered at an additional fee. Any service not specifically listed within this
document or confirmed in the RFP response is assumed to be excluded from quoted fees.

Account Services
Included In
Medical Fee

Services

Comments/Fees

Implementation and maintenance of account
Representatives available for two enrollment meeting(s) annually

Yes
Yes

Standard initial enrollment packets

Yes

Standard ID card production and issuance mailed to employee's
home address. Additional option is to mail bulk to group or
locations.

Yes

Standard ID card templates available for card design.

Yes

Additional fees: Pricing available upon request for new
template.

Standard is one card issued for employee only coverage, two
cards issued for employee plus spouse, employee plus partner,
employee plus children; and family coverage.

Yes

Additional fees: $1.00 per ID card charged for
additional ID cards above the standard. Example:
Group chooses to issue one card for each member.

City Of Moline logo on ID card
TPA generated numeric alternative member ID (not based on
SSN)
Ongoing account management
Prepare and deliver an electronic copy of one ERISA summary
plan description (SPD), amendments, and one plan document for
each plan, in English

Yes
Yes

Eligibility processing:
Electronic enrollment processing:
· Files from multiple locations are acceptable
Submission Format:
· TPA standard format or HIPAA 834 Compliant Format
Submission Frequency:
· Full file weekly with a full population file audit on a quarterly
schedule (preferred)
· Full file on any other frequency with a full population file audit
on a quarterly schedule (acceptable)
· Changes file on any frequency with a full population file on a
quarterly schedule (acceptable)
· Full file weekly or bi-weekly (acceptable)
Transmission method:
· FTP with PGP encryption (preferred)
· SSH, SFTP, SSL transfers (acceptable)

Yes

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

Yes
Yes

This assumes local business travel and normal hours.
Additional cost applies for home mailing of enrollment
packets.

City Of Moline is responsible for the legal sufficiency of
these booklets. Printing and mailing of plan document,
SPDs, and amendments is an additional fee of cost
plus postage.
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Standard accounting structure:
· Accommodates separate claims reporting for different benefit
plans
· Accommodates separate claims data for different locations and
groups
Maintenance of all separate benefit plans
Online invoicing which provides capabilities to:
· View all prior month's invoices online
· Sort and search enrollee information from downloadable Excel
file
· Download current billing detail and request subscriber
terminations
Bill administrative, stop loss and optional service fee(s)

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Additional fee to bill insured policies other than stop
loss or transplant (if applicable)

Yes
Online services accessed through employer web site or umr.com
such as: customer reporting access, electronic billing, and online
administration options that include online eligibility maintenance,
claim status inquiry, ID card request, and secure messaging
Full/partial summary of benefits and coverage (SBC) creation
with data the TPA has on file (includes initial SBC plus one
amendment per year, electronic version only provided to
employer)
Translation of SBC into non-English text
Print and ship SBC to employer at open enrollment

Yes

Inclusion of outside vendor data in SBC in the TPA standard
format (e.g. carved out benefits)
Any SBC created in excess of the initial SBC plus one revision to
the initial SBC that is included with medical administration.

No
No

Additional charge: cost of translation
Additional charge: cost plus postage (approval
required)
Additional charge: $1,000 per SBC per benefit plan
(approval required)
Additional charge: $500 per SBC per benefit plan

External Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM) Interface Fee
· Implementation and maintenance of eligibility files
· Remitting payment on behalf of the PBM vendor
· Pharmacy claims detail imported into InfoPort, also used for
Stop Loss, Care Management, and/or FSA auto-reimbursement if
applicable.
· Non-preferred PBM's are subject to prior approval and may
require additional fees.

No

Additional charge: $2.00 PEPM

Enrollment file sent to external vendor in the TPA file format
Annual re-issuance of ID cards to all employees if changes in
benefits do not occur

No
No

OptumInsightTM will complete Mental Health Parity testing and
analysis when requested by the customer

No

Additional charge: fees available upon request
Additional charge: fees vary based on scope of
request
Additional charge: Actual vendor cost

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

No
No
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Services

Online Customer Reporting
Included in
Medical Fee

Standard management reports
Online access to InfoPortSM, internet-based employer reporting
tool
New York and Massachusetts surcharge reporting (medical
claims)
Annual government filings of 1099 reports to the IRS regarding
payments made to physicians and other health care
professionals
Provide required data necessary to enable City Of Moline to file
Form 5500
Non-Certified Reserve estimates
Non-standard or ad hoc reports, or standard reports at a nonstandard frequency. Up to two hours included.
The TPA optional summary analytic reporting application expanded online customer reporting system. Up to three
customer access-licenses are included

Comments/Fees

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Additional hours charged at $100 per hour
Additional charge: $0.30 PEPM
Additional costs may apply if non-preferred PBM is
used or for history loads or external vendor data
feeds. There is an additional one-time charge of $500
for each license in excess of three.

Banking Services
Included in
Medical Fee

Services

Customer-Maintained Banking Services (Standard)
Customer establishes and maintains bank account at bank of
their choice and determines funding method. The TPA issues
benefit payments from this account. Required for stop loss
advanced funding.
Internet reporting - cash disbursement reporting and monthly
financial reporting
Positive pay check fraud control services

Banking – additional check register reporting for multiple
locations or bank accounts
Bank account change after initial setup
Custodial Banking Services (Optional)
The TPA establishes bank account and banking arrangements at
BMO Harris (requires an initial deposit of one or two weeks
estimated claims, depending on funding method selected).

Yes

Comments/Fees
Assumes one bank account per customer

Yes
No

No
No
No

Additional charge: $1,000 annual fee if TPA supported
automated file; $1,500 annual fee if manual or nonsupported file.
Additional charge: $450 one-time setup fee per each
additional source code
Additional charge: $500 one-time setup fee
Additional charge: $250 monthly fee. Assumes one
bank account.

· Internet reporting - cash disbursement reporting and monthly
financial reporting
· Account reconciliation
· Positive pay check-fraud control services
· Stop payment requests, check copies, outstanding check list
maintenance and reporting, and search letters for un-cashed
check diligence

Services

Financial Support Services
Included in
Medical Fee

Basic claim projections using book of business assumptions for
reserves and trend
Basic benefit design changes & financial impact
Basic premium-equivalent rate calculations

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

Comments/Fees

Yes
Yes
Yes

Not medically underwritten.
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Actuarial Services:
∙ Reserving
∙ Level 1: Certified Reserve
∙ Level 2: Certified Reserve & Paid Claim Trend Review
∙ Level 3: Certified Reserve, Paid Claim Trend Review, &
Plan Year Forecast
∙ Pricing (Examples of services requested/performed
Please discuss with underwriting as some basic services
already included)
∙ Custom claim projections using customer specific
reserves and trend
∙ Custom plan design changes & financial impact
∙ Custom premium-equivalent rate calculations
∙ Financial impact of legislation changes
∙ Risk sharing arrangements
∙ For all others subject to review & approval

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

No

$400 per hour
Please review the product guide or email
UMR_Actuarial@umr.com for more information.
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Proposed Optional Services
Claim Services
Included in
Medical Fee

Services

Comments/Fees

Plan implementation of City Of Moline's employee benefits plans,
setup of benefit design, eligibility data and a testing of sample
claims
Claim history load from prior administrator using an electronic
method to load financial information to an individual’s history.
Standard items include calendar year deductible, out-of-pocket,
lifetime maximums and mental health/substance use disorder
lifetime maximums.
Claim adjudication services
Print and distribute standard explanation of benefit (EOB) forms

Yes

Dedicated Toll-free telephone number

Yes

Claim service representatives are available Monday through
Friday, 24 hours a day. (Hours are specific to the time zone of the
customer's headquarters).
Standard claim forms

Yes

Internal medical claim review of specific health care claims to
promote coding accuracy, benefit interpretation, apply
reimbursement and medical policy. This includes utilization of
software to evaluate claims prior to payment to guard against
inappropriate unbundling of reimbursement requests.

Yes

Five federal external reviews for appeals for non-grandfathered
plans for adverse benefit determinations that involve medical
judgment or a rescission of coverage
Online notification of all checks issued.

Yes

Standard coordination of benefits for all claims when information
is less than 12 months old
Reasonable and customary guidelines for out-of-network
surgical, medical, lab and X-ray claims using OptumInsightTM
data

Yes
No

80% - 95% is available without prior approval;
customers typically select 85%

First-level appeal (mandatory)

Yes

Completed by claim appeal auditor in consultation with
appropriate medical professional(s), if necessary.
Appeals are resolved according to current Department
of Labor (DOL) regulations. Does not include
grievance process.

Second-level appeal (when elected by the employer; may be
voluntary or mandatory)

Yes

Completed by claim appeal auditor, not involved in firstlevel appeal, in consultation with appropriate medical
professional(s), if necessary. Appeals are resolved
according to current DOL regulations. Does not
include grievance process.

Access for your employees to the umr.com web site, providing a
private, secure, easy-to-use application for customer care
including:
· Claim status
· Eligibility information
· Search for network physicians and other health care providers

Yes

Yes

One standard accumulator load

Yes
Yes

Yes

Additional charge: non-standard forms (when
applicable)

Additional reviews will be charged at $500 per review.

Yes

· Online health and well-being information
· Order a replacement ID card

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022
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Proposed Optional Services
· Member used online health assessment tool
· Links to pharmacy, mental health/substance use disorder,
vision, flexible spending account, health reimbursement account,
health savings account, and/or dental sites, if services provided
by the TPA
During the term of the Agreement or six months following
termination, City Of Moline or its representatives may perform an
annual audit of TPA services, at its own expense, subject to the
TPA standard requirements regarding prior notice, confidentiality,
length, time and place, and findings.

Yes

Application of the Advanced Claim Review program / The TPA or
its affiliate’s board certified, same-specialty physicians will review
claims and records of high-cost procedures. Reviews may also
be conducted using detection analytics. Claims for which billing
and/or coding errors are identified will be adjusted to reflect the
appropriate payment amount.

No

City Of Moline participants will automatically
participate in the Advanced Claim Review program.
City Of Moline, will be billed 30% of the savings
monthly.

Application of the TPA’s OON programs provides additional
savings on select facility and physician claims not eligible for
standard network discounts (i.e., non-participating providers).
Facility and physician savings programs apply to all medical
products offering an out-of-network component on select out-ofnetwork claims of network based plans. Our shared savings
programs are designed to meet the needs of our customers and
may include, but is not limited to, facility and physician fee
schedules, facility and physician fee negotiation, physician and
facility U&C and MNRP. Our lead solution is our CRS
Benchmark Program. Other solutions include NPC² and CRS
Reference.

No

Participants will automatically participate in one of our
Shared Savings Programs. 22% of savings and
$50,000 per claim savings cap will be billed for CRS
Benchmark Program

Claim data extract in the TPA file format sent to external vendor

No

Additional charge: fees available upon request

Claim reprocessing (due to situations such as retroactive benefit
or eligibility changes made by customer)
Non-standard EOBs, and/or copies of EOBs sent to the employer

No

Additional charge: $25.00 per claim

No

Inclusion of plan logo is permissible. Additional
charge: $150 per hour for any other changes requiring
system reconfiguration.

Claims fiduciary

Yes

Run-out claims following the termination of our contract The TPA's standard is to process claims incurred prior to
termination for a 6 month period following termination. For this
service, the customer will pay the TPA a fee equal to two (2)
months of the last active month’s fees for base administration
(exclusive of any Rx Rebate credit) and network access. These
fees are due and payable prior to the termination date. The TPA
will only process run-out claims if the customer is current with all
premium and fee obligations. Other fees that may continue past
the termination of the contract, include, but are not limited to:
CRS fees, subrogation fees, fees for non-standard termination or
ad-hoc reports, monthly or annual banking fees (if applicable),
early termination penalties (if any), and Value Based Contracting
fees (if using the Choice+ network).

No

Fee available upon termination.

Application of subrogation services

No

Administration of plans requiring integrated medical and
pharmacy deductible and out of pocket with integrated PBM or
other integrated service provider (list available upon request)

No

Additional charge: 30% of the subrogation recoveries
on a monthly basis.
Additional charge: $0.50 PPPM (per participating
employee per month)

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

$4.00 PEPM and 22% of savings w/ a $50,000 per
claim savings cap will be billed for NPC²
25% of savings with a $50,000 per claim savings cap
will be billed for CRS Reference
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Optional Claim Services
Included in
Medical Fee

Service

Comments/Fees

Credit balance recoveries (AIM ledger initiated audit)

No

Additional charge: 20% of recovery.
The TPA contracts with an outside audit firm that
audits credit balances from various hospitals. If the
outside audit firm identifies that this Plan is owed a
refund, the refund minus the auditing firms'
commission, will be sent to the Plan Sponsor.

Overpayment recoveries The TPA shall make an attempt to recover overpayments over
$100 by requesting repayment. In the event the above recovery
attempts are unsuccessful, the Plan Sponsor will receive written
communication outlining the legal recovery process.

No

Fees are contingent upon additional recovery process
requested.

Service

Consumer Advocacy
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

GenerationYou (GenYou):
GenerationYou (or “GenYou”) is an entirely new consumer
experience within the TPA which weaves together robust
advocacy and comprehensive clinical programs across digital
platforms, creating a fresh, dynamic approach to member
engagement, including:

No

Comments/Fees
Additional charge: $9.05 PEPM

· Omni-channel member experience:
· A native GenYou app members’ digital engagement –
available to download in the app store for Android and iOS
· Engaging e-mail campaigns
· Outbound SMS text reminders
· GenYou Guides accessible by call or chat
· 24x7 Support members receive the help they want, when they
want it, with around the clock accessibility.
· GenerationYou CARE Support provides enhanced case
management and comprehensive clinical support through
licensed nurses and social workers working within the advocacy
model.
· Embedded incentives pre-built inside the program
including “The Story of You” ($25 reward card) and Care Prepare
Consultations.
· Via real-time, personalized alerts and notifications through
“Things to Do”, members receive dynamic, personalized, highvalue offers to help them make the most optimal decisions.
· Through intercept & redirect guides will reach out to
members who have made(or are likely to make) non-optimal
decisions in pursuing care from an out of network provider, or
from a non-optimal physician or facility in attempt to redirect their
care to a more optimal setting.

City Of Moline
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CARE Services - per employee per month (PEPM)
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Services
Utilization Management (UM):
Generally, the UMR Utilization Management program is
comprised of the following:
· Concurrent review (including level of care) for inpatient,
behavioral health, skilled nursing facility, acute rehabilitation and
home health care
· Identification/referral of targeted cases to CARE case
management programs
· For services requiring prior authorization:
· Peer to peer reviews
· Pre and post service appeals
· Independent medical review
· Discharge planning
· Dynamic, clinical and value-based recommended prior
authorization service list selections, including targeted specialty
medications/injectables
· Dedicated expert inpatient, durable medical equipment,
specialty medication/injectable, and other key specialized
services management
· CARE Consultant expertise for design and cost control
· UHN managed care network product protocol alignment, when
applicable
· Savings and utilization based standard reporting
Complex Condition CARE:
· Complex Condition CARE assessments
· Coordination with complex treatment plan
· Specialized transplant, oncology, behavioral health and highrisk newborns
· High-risk pregnancies
· Behavioral health and substance use disorder
· Potential high-dollar treatment/ services, including stop loss
· CARE App
· Independent medical review
· Standard reports
Emerging CARE:
· Identify members recently discharged with specific conditions
· Preadmission counseling
· Frequent ER use
· Readmission prevention
· Support CARE App
· Standard reports
Complex Condition CARE +:
· Support and care coordination with members and their family
going through complex treatment plan
· Specialized transplant, oncology, behavioral health and highrisk newborns
· More outreach to members
· Behavioral health and substance use disorder
· High cost claim management
· CARE App with remote patient monitoring
· Nurse Practitioner weekly rounds
· Standard reports
Readmission Prevention for GPS
· Identify members recently discharged with specific conditions

Comments/Fees

Yes

Yes

Yes
Note: Must also purchase Complex Condition CARE

No

Additional charge: $5.00 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $0.30 PEPM
Note: Must also purchase Complex Condition CARE

· Nurse contact via phone to ensure a timely follow is made with
physician, medications are accurate and family/social supports
are in place
· Referral to Complex Condition CARE, if needed
· Standard report
NurseLineSM (NL):

City Of Moline
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· 24 hours a day, seven days a week access to trained
registered nurses providing triage direction, potential treatment
options, appropriate use of medications and health education
information
· 140 languages, including English and Spanish
· Hearing assistance accommodations

City Of Moline
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Ongoing Condition CARE:
· Identification and stratification
· Member recruitment
· Management of Respiratory Disorders, Cardiovasucular
Disorders, Mental Health Disorders, Diabetes (pediatric & adult),
Neuromuscular Disorders, Gastrointestinal Disorders, Chronic
Kidney Disease (CKD), Blood Disorders, Cancer and
Rheumatoid Arthritis

Yes

· One-on-one telephonic sessions with a CARE nurse
· CARE App
· Educational materials
· Quarterly electronic newsletters and tri-annual paper
newsletters for those identified with an ongoing condition
· Online Internet resources
· Standard reports
· HealtheNotes
· AI predictive modeling

City Of Moline
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Maternity CARE:
· Identification and stratification by self referral, Web enrollment,
or clinical health risk assessment (CHRA)
· Member recruitment
· CARE App
· Support person education and call
· One-on-one telephonic sessions with a registered CARE nurse
(OB/GYN background), one per trimester and one post-delivery
call
· Pre-pregnancy support (member self referral and CHRA)
· Educational materials
· Incentive reward for first or second trimester enrollees
· High-risk referral for Complex Condition CARE
· Standard reports
Wellness CARE Comprehensive Program:
· Identification and stratification via clinical health risk
assessment (CHRA)
· Web or paper based CHRA with mailed results packet to
employee
· Up to 10 telephonic sessions with a CARE coach (weight
management, stress management, pre-diabetes, increasing
activity, tobacco and nicotine cessation and more)
·
·
·
·
·
·

Yes

No

Additional charge: $3.95 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $1.15 PEPM

Yes

If Ongoing Condition CARE is purchased,
HealtheNotes is included. HealtheNotes can be
purchased as a standalone product at $0.35 PEPM.

No

Additional charge: $0.13 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $0.38 PEPM
Must have a minimum of 500 subscribers

CARE App
Educational materials
Member recruitment
Online Internet resources
Tri-annual newsletter for all eligible members
Actions plans (online behavioral-based educational modules)

· Standard reports
Online Events and Challenges:
(Must also purchase either transactional or comprehensive
Wellness CARE) - online tracking of program participation and
incentive points earned in association with completion of CHRA,
events and challenges, and action plans. Includes self-reported
or batch-loaded events and challenges and reporting capabilities.
HealtheNotes:
· Targeted mailings to members and providers
· Identification of chronic condition gaps in care
· Provide information on preventing long-term issues and
avoiding health care costs
· Identify opportunities/gaps in care through medical and/or
pharmacy claim data
HealtheNote Reminders:
· Targeted member messaging to address preventive gaps in
care
· Reminders to discuss recommended, routine preventive care
with provider
· Targeted areas: women’s health (mammography and cervical
cancer screening), adolescent/childhood immunization, diabetes
and cholesterol/coronary artery disease (CAD)
· Identify opportunities/gaps in care through medical claim data
Treatment Decision Support:
· Telephonic sessions with registered nurses offering information
on medical conditions/treatment options
· Targeted areas: musculoskeletal (back pain, knee and hip
replacement), men’s health (benign prostatic hypertrophy,
prostate cancer), women’s health (benign uterine conditions),
breast cancer, coronary artery disease (CAD), coronary artery
bypass graft (CABG), angioplasty and bariatric surgery.
· Referral to CARE programs and in-network providers

City Of Moline
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· Identify opportunities/gaps in care through medical and/or
pharmacy claim data
· Standard report
Emergency Room Support Program:
Provides outreach and clinical support to individuals who have
five or more times in 12 month period. Nurses will provide:
· Education on appropriate levels of care
· Address barriers
· Connect members with providers
· Assist in managing conditions
Persistent Back and Neck Pain CARE:
· Telephonic sessions addressing spinal musculoskeletal chronic
pain that includes those members who use opioids for long term
pain relief

No

Additional charge: $0.25 PEPM
Note: Must also purchase Complex Condition CARE

Yes

· Recruited to work with a CARE nurse on lifestyle changes,
alternatives to narcotics for pain relief, review for depression and
quanlity of life
· Includes access to the CARE App
· Referrals into other CARE programs
· Standard reports
External Vendor Specialty Injectables / Medications
Coordination Fee

No

Additional charge: $0.20 PEPM

Specialty Injectables / Medications Link / Drug List
Management

No

Additional charge: $0.20 PEPM

External Vendor Specialty Injectables / Medications
Coordination and Link Management Bundle

No

Additional charge: $0.40 PEPM

City Of Moline
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CARE - Additional Services
Included in Fee
Provided
Wellness CARE transactional:
Lifestyle Coaching:
• Identification and stratification via clinical health risk
assessment (CHRA) – CHRAs sold separately
• Up to five telephonic sessions with a CARE coach (weight
management, stress management, pre-diabetes, increasing
activity, tobacco and nicotine cessation and more)
• Educational materials
• Member recruitment
• Online Internet resources
• Actions plans (online behavioral-based educational modules)
• Standard reports

Comments/Fees

No

Additional charge: $ 430.00 per case
NOTE: Must also purchase CHRAs

CHRA Review:
• One telephonic session with a CARE coach to review clinical
health risk assessment (CHRA) results - CHRAs sold separately.
Includes biometrics screening review (if applicable).
• Educational materials
• Standard report

No

Additional charge: $ 130.00 per review
NOTE: Must also purchase CHRAs

Biometrics Only Submission:
• Allows members to submit only their biometrics instead of
completing a CHRA.
Physicians Lab Form & Biometrics Only Bundle Submission:
• Allows members to submit only their physician lab form and
biometrics instead of completing a CHRA.

No

Additional charge: $6.50 per submission

No

Additional charge: $15.00 per submission

Tobacco and Nicotine Cessation Program:
• Up to five telephonic sessions with a CARE coach (define a
personalized quit plan, educate on harmful effects of tobacco, act
as an accountability partner)
• Educational materials
• Online Internet resources
• Actions plans (online behavioral-based educational modules)
• Outreach at six and 12 months to determine if member returned
to tobacco (check-in only, not additional coaching)
• Standard reports

No

Additional charge: $ 430.00 per case

Tri-Annual Newsletter - Wellness CARE

No

Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) (requires purchase of
Comprehensive H&W Program, Lifestyle Coaching and/or
Tobacco and Nicotine Cessation Program)

No

$1.25 per employee per issue; issued on a tri-annual
basis
Additional charge: NRT patches - $105 per six week
supply per participant; NRT gum - $165 per six week
supply per participant. The supply is an add on for
Comprehensive H&W Program, Lifestyle Coaching
and/or Tobacco and Nicotine Cessation Program.

Web-based clinical health risk assessment (CHRA) with mailed
results packet to member
Paper-based CHRA with mailed results packet to member
Biometrics (NOTE: Special requests or late changes may
incur additional fees. Contact your TPA representative for
further information.)
Onsite Fingerstick Lipid Panel (30 minimum per event)
Onsite Venipuncture Basic (Lipid Glucose) Panel

No

Additional charge: $6.50 per CHRA

No

Additional charge: $13.00 per CHRA

No
No

Additional charge: $53.00/screening
Additional charge: $52.50/screening (20+);
$62.00/screening (16-19); $90.50/screening (11-15);
$143.00/screening (7-10); $172.50/screening (1)

Onsite Venipuncture Comprehensive Panel

No

Additional charge: $80.00/screening (20+);
$92.00/screening (16-19); $135.50/screening (11-15);
$179.00/screening (7-10); $197.00/screening (1)
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Onsite Deluxe Comprehensive Panel (20 minimum per event)

No

Additional charge: $99.00/screening

Basic Venipuncture Panel at Remote Lab
Comprehensive Venipuncture Panel at Remote Lab
Additional fingerstick screenings available with on-site event (15
minimum per event per test)

No
No
No

Additional charge: $65.50/screening
Additional charge: $83.00/screening
Additional charge:
• Prostate specific antigen - $20.00/screening
• Hemoglobin A1C - $18.50/screening
• Cotinine - $18.50/screening (Fingerstick) or
$35.50/screening (Saliva Swab)

Additional venipuncture screenings available with on-site event or
remote lab

No

Additional charge:
• Prostate specific antigen - $14.00/screening
• Hemoglobin A1C - $9.50/screening or Reflex A1C
$12.50/screening
• Cotinine - $15.00/screening
• EGRF - $4.15/screening
• EGRF + A1C - $7.00/screening

On-site Stand Alone Cotinine Saliva Swab (30 minimum per
event)
On-site Stand Alone Cotinine Venipuncture (20 minimum per
event)
Stand Alone Cotinine Venipuncture at Remote Lab (No Minimum)

No

Additional charge: $45.00/screening

No

Additional charge: $46.00/screening

No

Additional charge: $38.50/screening

Home Kit: Lipid Only, Lipid + Glucose, Lipid + A1C and Cotinine
Only

No

Additional screener

No

Registration Clerk: Vendor provides 1 registration clerk at no
additional cost for Events with 50 or more Projected Participants.
Additional Staff dedicated solely to registration clerk
responsibilities are at the noted rate.
Bilingual Screeners

No

Additional charge:
• Mailing fee: $10.00 per kit mailed
• Processing Fee: $52.00 per kit processed
• Add on Cotinine to one of the Lipid Panel: $12.00 per
kit processed
Additional charge: $89.00 per hour with 4 hour
minimum
Additional charge: $45.00 per hour

MyGuide Addon

No

Flu Shot Vouchers (Walgreens no minimum and CVS 50
minimum)
PDHI Physician Lab Forms:
available with or without biometrics
On-site flu shots (require a minimum of 30 participants)

No

Privacy Screens: 6' x 6' privacy curtain (Fees are per screen per
Event)
Real Appeal - Year-long weight loss program
• Promotional/communication assistance and materials
• Initial welcome session
• Weekly, Web-based group session
• Ongoing, Web-based (face-to-face) individual coaching
• Success kit (mailed to participant's home) - program success
guide, nutrition guide and fitness guide, blender, body weight
scale, food scale, workout DVDs, fitness band and more
• Online/mobile tools to track nutrition and physical activity
• Standard reports

No
No

Session costs paid through medical claims (Contact
your TPA representative for further information.)

CARE App Bluetooth Devices:
• Connected Bluetooth device capability that will let members
track critical biometric data points for a range of devices and add
them to their care plan, providing additional insight to their
dedicated nurse.

No

Additional charge: Scale - $80 each,
Glucometer - $93 each,
Blood Pressure Cuff - $68 each,
Pulse Oximeter - $225 each

No

No
No

Additional charge: $89.00 per hour with 4 hour
minimum
Additional charge:
$8.25 - Addon to Fingerstick (online and mailed report)
$3.50 - Addon to Fingerstick (online only report)
$6.00 - Addon to Venipuncture (online and mailed
report)
TBD annually (Contact your TPA representative for
further information)
Additional charge: $8.80/ form
TBD annually (Contact your TPA representative for
further information)
Additional charge: $37.00/screen

Centers of Excellence (COEs)
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Services

Included in Fee
Provided

Comments/Fees

Transplant Resource Services (TRS)

No

Access to Optum's Transplant Centers of Excellence
Fee per transplant type

Transplant Network Access TAP

No

Transplant Network Access (TAP)
Optum’s secondary network. Addresses the
challenge when a member opts to seek care with
transplant outside of the primary Optum COE
network.
Additional fees will apply

Ventricular Assist Devices (VAD) Option

No

Ventricular Assist Devices (VAD)
For members with a weakened heart or heart failure,
cardiologists often recommend a Ventricular Assist
Device (VAD), while awaiting a heart transplant or as
a long-term treatment.
Additional fees will apply

Extra Contractual Services (ECS) Option under Transplant
Resource Services with description and fee

No

Extra Contractual Services (ECS)
The fees are 15% of savings, calculated as the
difference between charges per the applicable
Network and the Network Provider's usual charges for
the same services, not to exceed the fee for the
corresponding transplant under the table above.

Specialized Physician Review (SPR) Option under Transplant
Resource Services with description and fee

No

Orthopedic Health Support (OHS):
· Optum provides a holistic solution that helps empower
members and manage costs by providing access to specialized
advocates and high-performing (COE), efficient providers across
the continuum of care, from early back pain onset through
treatment, surgery and beyond.
· Plan Design Change Required

No

Specialized Physician Review (SPR)
Second opinion/look by a Optum expert physician as
to the proposed treatment.
Additional fees will apply
Additional charge: $0.66 PEPM

Bariatric Resource Services (BRS):
· Access to Optum's Centers of Excellence for select bariatric
surgeries.

No

Additional charge: $0.67 PEPM

Cancer Resource Services (CRS):
· Access to the Cancer Centers of Excellence network of
providers with proven quality and efficiency of care.

No

Additional charge: $0.22 PEPM

Kidney Resource Services (KRS):
· Access to Optum kidney dialysis preferred provider network
· Note this is not a Center of Excellence. No charge for clients
with Choice Plus or Options Networks.

No

No Charge

Rental Network charges will apply when utilized.

No

Congenital Heart Disease Resource Services (CHDRS):
· Access to the Optum's CHD Centers of Excellence.

No

18% of savings with a $4,500 maximum per case per
calendar month
Additional charge: $0.07 PEPM

Fertility Solutions:
· Access to leading fertility Centers of Excellence providers
· Access to specialized fertility nurse case managers
· 3,500 member billing minimum is required

No

Additional charge: $2.01 PEPM
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Network Services
Included in Fee
Provided

Comments/Fees

Network access, management and administrative activities
including physician (and other health care professional) relations,
clinical profiling, contracting (including Value Based Contracting)
and credentialing, network analysis and system development and
verification of provider participating status and re-pricing to
established contractual allowances

Yes

Managed by network(s):
· Excludes direct contract arrangements held by Plan
Sponsor
· Not applicable to Medicare primary claims
· Network access par and non-par administration and
repricing do not apply to Medicare primary claims

Printing of provider directories

No

Additional charge: cost plus postage. On-line
directories available at no charge.

Premium Designation Network

Yes

No additional charge, Plan Advisor is recommended.

Services

Discount Card Program
Included in Fee
Provided

Discount Card program enabling individuals to access prenegotiated savings on out-of-pocket health care purchases. The
program includes savings for:
Health care discount card - vision only
Health care discount card - dental only
Health care discount card - vision and dental only
Health care discount card - vision, dental and hearing

City Of Moline
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Comments/Fees
Available for products not currently being quoted by
the TPA

No
No
No
No

Additional charge: $0.75 PEPM
Additional charge: $1.50 PEPM
Additional charge: $1.85 PEPM
Additional charge: $1.95 PEPM
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Services

Flexible Spending Account (FSA) Services
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Standard FSA services including:
· Extensive consumer education options and materials for
effective member communications campaigns
· Single claim submission with automatic roll-over from the TPA
medical system
· Reimbursement minimum of $10.00, $25.00 or $50.00
· Control check and payment processes
· Customer care representation during normal business hours

Comments/Fees

Yes

· Eligibility information processed via electronic file submission
(FTP or EDT) or tape cartridge with a standard frequency of
every other week
· Strategic planning support and plan modeling
· Standard FSA banking arrangements using separate bank
account for FSA plan
· Online claims submittal and FSA estimator tools
· Direct deposit of payments to employee bank accounts;
member must elect
· Standard internet services with summary and detail level views
of account activity
· Interactive voice response and internet inquiry system
· Free member mobile application with claim submittal,
summary and detail level views of account activity
· Approved vendor file adjudication
· FSA claim administration for over-the-counter medication

Yes

· Standard reports

Yes

Non-approved vendor file adjudication
Check reimbursement with no minimum
Debit Card, which offers direct payment for FSA and/or Parking
and Transportation out-of-pocket expenses (not available with
HSA)
Auto-reimbursement not selected
FSA run-in claims – set-up

No
No
No

No
No

Additional charge: fees available upon request
Additional charge: $0.50 PEPAPM
Additional charge:
$1.40 Per Card Per Month (with Medical)
$1.90 Per Card Per Month (standalone)
Additional charge: $0.50 PEPAPM
Additional charge: $2,000 one-time setup cost

Printing of plan booklet with mailing to customer

No

Additional charge: cost plus postage.

Transportation and parking

No

Additional charge: $4.75 PEPAPM

Nondiscrimination testing, to ensure that contribution elections
remain within the guidelines established by the IRS

No

Additional charge: actual vendor cost
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Services

Health Reimbursement Account (HRA)
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Standard administration services:
· Integrates with the claim administration of the medical plan,
allows automated rollover processing
· HRA and medical plan claims are paid on a single check to
provider
· One explanation of benefits (EOB) combined with medical plan
payments
· Position HRA as first dollar coverage or with front-end
deductible
· Strategic planning support and plan modeling
· Choose from various annual rollover configurations and asset
accumulation options
· Choose from various options for proration
· HRA-specific reporting package
· Standard internet services with summary and detail level views
on account activity of HRA contribution amount
· Extensive consumer education options and materials for
effective member communication campaigns
· Debit Card (if the HRA is to cover pharmacy, a debit card can
be purchased to coordinate these pharmacy expenses applying
to the HRA)

City Of Moline
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No

Additional charge: $4.00 PEPM

No

Additional charge:
$1.40 Per Card Per Month (with Medical)
$1.90 Per Card Per Month (standalone)
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Qualified High-Deductible Health Plan (QHDHP)
Included in Fee
Provided

Standard administration services:

Yes

· QHDHP plan design(s) meet the IRS requirements
· Coordinate implementation with multiple preferred financial
institution partners for health savings account trustee services
· No requirements to use one of the preferred financial
institution partners
· Employer's ability to set-up and administer various contribution
schedules and strategies based on specific needs
· Assist with setting up payroll connectivity to preferred
processors
· Streamlined administration and setup
· Access to internet-based consumer tools
· Strategic planning support and plan modeling
· Product-specific reporting package
· Access to Web-based consumer tools
· Links to preferred financial institutions' account management
tools
· Extensive consumer education options and materials for
effective member communication campaigns

City Of Moline
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COBRA Administration
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Service
COBRA Services:
· Collect and process monthly premium payments
· Review disability status for COBRA extensions
· Send termination and conversion rights letters
· Notification letters by certified mail
· Initial (DOL) letters for new hires
· Two additional TPA lines of coverage
COBRA – billing for outside vendors

Yes

COBRA – additional TPA lines of coverage

No

Service

No

Comments/Fees

Yes
No

Additional charge: $1.75 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $1.50 PEPM

No
No
No

Yes

Stop loss coverage placed with a non-preferred vendors additional surcharge
No carrier with a competing network or affiliated with an entity
with a competing network may write Stop Loss coverage
(individual or aggregate) on top of a UnitedHealthcare network.

No

Comments/Fees

Additional charge: $2.50 PEPM excludes run-in.
Additional charge: $0.10 PEPM

Stop Loss Services (SL)
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Interface with the TPA's preferred third party stop loss vendors.
Services include: daily monitoring of received/processed claims
and care management transactions, premium billing and
collection, and plan document changes/updates to the carrier for
the TPA's preferred vendors when stop loss coverage has been
placed by the TPA

City Of Moline
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Comments/Fees

No additional charge
Additional charge: $28.00 per review

Short-term Disability Services (STD)
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

STD claim administration services
STD clinical consultation
STD check processing

Service

Yes
No
No

Vision Administration Services
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Vision claims administration - indemnity vision benefit included
with the medical plan document
Vision claims administration - indemnity vision benefit
independent of the medical plan document
Spectera Vision - self-funded

Service

Additional charge: $0.05 PEPM for each additional
vendor
Additional charge: $0.05 PEPM for each additional line

Dental Administration Services
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab

Dental claims administration services
Dental utilization management – in-house consultant
Dental utilization management – American Dental Examiners
(ADE)

Service

Comments/Fees

Comments/Fees

Additional charge: $5.00 PEPM
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Service

Other Additional Services
Fee Shown on
Renewal Services
tab
Yes

Administration of plans requiring integrated deductible and out of
pocket with non-integrated service providers (pharmacy benefits
manager (PBM), dental, vision, etc.)
No
Case management and claims services coordination with insured
medical carve out carriers, including transplant carve outs
Customized communication materials
Custom member satisfaction survey

No
No

Comments/Fees
Included with medical administration provided there is
an established interface between the TPA and the
chosen PBM. Otherwise additional development fees
may apply.
Additional charge: $0.35 PEPM

Bill life, short-term disability (STD), and long-term disability (LTD)
premiums (if applicable)
Non-standard contracts that would include customized style
sheets, foreign language translations, and engagement of the
TPA attorneys for negotiation of the agreements

No

Additional fees would apply.
Pricing will vary depending on survey variance and
methodology.
Fee available upon request

No

Additional fees would apply

Plan Advisor:
Plan Advisor member advocacy service - a personal guide for all
things health care
· Commits to a higher level of member service by providing a
single entry point that engages, informs, educates, and connects
benefits, claims, network, and care management.
· Provides increased benefit design adherence, aggressive
network steerage and referral to care management services
· Offers interception and direction for any OON prior
authorizations and level of benefit calls – in order to steer
members into an in-network provider and to the most optimal
place of service.

No

Additional charge: $2.95 PEPM

Plan Advisor + Provider (Designed for provider/hospital
customers):
Plan Advisor member advocacy and provider service - Designed
for hospital customers with domestic network arrangements
· Commits to a higher level of member service by providing a
single entry point that engages, informs, educates, and connects
benefits, claims, network, and care management.
· Provides increased benefit design adherence, aggressive
network steerage and referral to care management services
· Offers interception and direction for any OON prior
authorizations and level of benefit calls, including domestic
network steerage – in order to steer members into an in-network
provider and to the most optimal place of service.
· Provider calls are handled within the same Plan Advisor team
as member calls, rather than through the separate Provider
Service Team

No

Additional charge: $3.50 PEPM

+ Care Connect
Adds another layer of member support by providing access to
licensed clinicians, both registered nurses and social workers
specifically designated to support plan advisor members who
have clinical needs.
· Perform mini coaching sessions, answer and counsel on indepth clinical questions, and refer members to community
services or other providers.
· Includes both a registered nurse and social worker, cannot elect
only one type of resource.

No

Additional charge: $0.80 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $0.30 PEPM for employees who
reside in the state specific mandate of surprise bills for
which the plan has opted in.

Supports members with collections and credit impairment
matters.
OON Surprise Bill ASO Opt-in
State mandates allow self-funded plans to opt-in to their state
specific surprise bill legislation.
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Telemedicine/Expert Medical Services
Included in Fee
Provided

Telemedicine (Teladoc) services:
· Access to Teladoc physician network
· Telephonic and web-based video medical consultations
delivered at one low flat fee (substantially less than an office visit)
· Teladoc ID card
· Portable electronic health record
· Communications materials (pdf format)
Teladoc Dermatology:
· Available as a buy-up to standard Teladoc program
· Provides Initial dermatology consultations through an online
message center and one follow-up
· Member uploads photographs
· Delivered at one flat fee
· Check for availability; not available in every state
Teladoc Behavioral Health:
· Available as a buy-up to standard Teladoc program
· Provides ongoing access to behavioral health practitioners via
phone or video conference
· Members schedule appointments with psychiatrist or masters
level therapists or psychotherapists
· Visit cost dependent on the behavioral health practitioner's
license
Teladoc Expert Medical Services
· Access to medical advice, education and information about
treatment options and expert second opinions
· Ask the expert
· Medical record eSummary
· Behavioral health services
· Communication support
Teladoc Bundled Services
· Includes Teladoc general medicine, dermatology, behavioral
health and expert medical services
Virtual Primary Care Provider (PCP) – Doctor on Demand
· 24/7 access to everyday and urgent care
· Integrated behavioral health services
· Wellness and preventive care
· Unlimited care team support

Service

No

May be added at no additional charge.

No

Additional charge: $0.30 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $2.45 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $2.80 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $3.04 PEPM

Second Opinion Services
Included in Fee
Provided

2nd.MD Second Opinion Solution
· Access to medical advice, education and information about
treatment options and personalized second opinions, by video or
phone or text

Comments/Fees

Yes

Comments/Fees

No

Additional charge: $2.87 PEPM

No

Additional charge: $2136.00 invoiced by 2nd.MD.

· Quarterly utilization reporting
· Communication materials
2nd.MD Second Opinion Solution (Case Rate)
· Access to medical advice, education and information about
treatment options and personalized second opinions, by video or
phone or text
· Quarterly utilization reporting
· Communication materials

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022

Implementation fee varies by size, 1 pre-paid consult
per 2,500 members.
Implementation fee applies to consult fees incurred in
year 1.

Proprietary/Trade Secret/Confidential Competitive Sensitive Information

Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Incentive Solutions
Included in Fee
Provided

Service
Incentive Solutions: Live Well Reward$ Solution

No

Includes: Tracking, managing all qualifying activities and
determining reward eligibility for members, per employer
determined requirements. Employer must select from the TPA’s
standard qualifying activity capabilities to be eligible for the Live
Well Reward$ Solution. Includes member communications and
employer reporting.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Online Rewards

Comments/Fees
Additional charge: $0.90 PEPM
Customers have the choice to buy-up the following
reward options: Health Reimbursement Account
(HRA)/Health Incentive Account (HIA) Contributions,
Health Savings Account (HSA) Incentive
Contributions, Reloadable Reward Cards or Online
Rewards.

No

Additional charge: $0.20 PEPM

No

Catalog customization fee may range between $500 to
$1000 depending upon complexity.

No

No additional charge.

Customers can choose to have their members, who have earned
points within an incentive program, redeem them for gift cards,
debit cards or merchandise.
Incentive Solutions: Online Rewards Customized Catalog Fee
Customers that choose Online Rewards and want to customize a
version of the Online Rewards catalog will incur a fee.

Incentive Solutions: Custom-Basic
Includes: Tracking and managing qualifying activity and
determining reward-eligibility for members, per the requirements
of the program. If files are sent to the TPA in order for the TPA to
fulfill rewards, must use standard file layout, or subject to
additional fee.

Incentive Solutions: Custom-Advanced

Customers must elect one of the following reward
types to pair with the Custom-Basic program: Prepaid
Reward Cards – Single Use, Prepaid Reward Cards –
Reloadable, Care Targeted Benefits, Health
Reimbursement Account (HRA)/Health Incentive
Account (HIA) Contributions, Health Savings Account
(HSA) Incentive Contributions or Online Rewards.

No

Additional Charge (annual fee):
$2,500.00 less than 10 hours
$5,000.00 10-25 hours
$10,000.00 26-50 hours
$15,000.00 51-75 hours
* Ability to provide custom pricing if support goes
above 75 hours of annualized work.

No

Additional charge: $0.45 PPPM.

No

Additional charge: $1.05 PPPM.
Fee includes the underlying/base HIA administration
fee, as well as up to 12 deposits per year, processed
monthly. Customer must purchase Live Well Reward$,
Custom: Basic, Custom: Advanced or Motion as well
as have an underlying Health Reimbursement Account
(HRA) to elect this reward type.

No

Additional charge: $4.60 Per Card.

Includes: Non-standard operation/reporting support. Tracking
and managing all qualifying activities and determining reward
eligibility for members, per the requirements of the custom
designed program.

Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Health Savings Account (HSA)
Deposits
Must have QHDHP and Optum Bank as the financial institution.
Employer-determined amount of dollars can be deposited into a
member's Health Savings Account when held at Optum Bank.
Fee includes up to 12 deposits per year, processed monthly.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Health Reimbursement Account
(HRA)/Health Incentive Account (HIA) Contributions
Employer-determined amount of dollars can be deposited into a
member's Health Incentive Account. Customer must purchase
Live Well Reward$, Custom: Basic, Custom: Advanced or Motion
as well as have an underlying Health Reimbursement Account
(HRA) to elect this reward type.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Prepaid Reward Card - Single
Use
Customers must purchase Custom-Basic or Custom-Advanced
to elect this reward type.

City Of Moline
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Prepaid Reward Card Reloadable

No

Additional charge: $6.80 Per Card Per Year.

No

Additional charge: $4.50 PPPM.

No

Additional charge: $5,300 annual fee.

No

Additional charge: charge per flyer based on quantity
ordered. Quantity Bands:
• 1-1500 = $1.07 per flyer mailed
• 1501-3000 = $0.94 per flyer mailed
• 3001-4500 = $0.80 per flyer mailed
• 4501-6000 = $0.79 per flyer mailed
• 6001-7500 = $0.78 per flyer mailed

No

Additional charge: $1.25 per flyer for medical
participants; $1.50 per flyer for non-medical
participants

No

Additional charge: $0.60 PEPM.

No

Additional charge: $0.80 PEPM.

No

Additional charge: $1.35 per eligible member per
month

No

Customers must offer the following to eligible
members: $55 registration credit, $55 renewal credit
(available every two years) and allow member's FIT
earnings to be applied to device purchase.

Customers must purchase Live Well Reward$, Custom-Basic,
Custom-Advanced or Motion to elect this reward type.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Care Targeted Benefits
Customers must purchase the TPA's Ongoing Condition CARE
and Custom-Basic to elect this reward type.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Deductible Modification - Annual
Fee
Customers must purchase Custom-Basic or Custom-Advanced
to elect this reward type.
Incentive Solutions: Rewards - Member Incentive Flyer Mailing
Customers must purchase Custom-Basic or Custom-Advanced
to elect this member communication piece.

Incentive Solutions: Personalized Member Incentive Scorecard
A Custom Incentive Solution customer can choose to have the
TPA send a colored mailing to their participants informing them
about their status in the program.
Incentive Solutions: Wellness Activity Center I01
Customers are able to create an online portal environment
through the Wellness Activity Center on umr.com to support
member engagement, track member activity completion and
support incentive administration.
*Customer must have Complex Condition CARE, Ongoing
Condition CARE or Tobacco Coaching Cessation Only.
Incentive Solutions: Wellness Activity Center I02
Customers are able to create an online portal environment
through the Wellness Activity Center on umr.com to support
member engagement, track member activity completion and
support incentive administration. Includes online events and
challenges. Customers have the choice to buy-up the following
reward options: Prepaid Reward Cards – Single Use, Prepaid
Reward Cards – Reloadable, Care Targeted Benefits, Health
Reimbursement Account (HRA)/Health Incentive Account (HIA)
Contributions, Health Savings Account (HSA) Incentive
Contributions or Online Rewards.
Incentive Solutions: Motion
Includes: Tracking and managing member activity and
determining reward-eligibility for members, per the requirements
of the Motion program. Includes member communications and
employer reporting.
Customers have the choice to buy-up the following reward
options: Health Reimbursement Account (HRA)/Health Incentive
Account (HIA) Contributions, Health Savings Account (HSA)
Incentive Contributions or Prepaid Reloadable Reward Cards.
(Must purchase Motion device cost.)
Incentive Solutions: Motion Device Cost
Includes: Resources to help members offset the cost of a motion
compatible activity tracking device. (Must purchase Motion.)

Member Decision Support Tools Suite

City Of Moline
Eff Date: 1/1/2022
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Proposed Optional Services

Proposed Optional Services
Included in Fee
Provided

Service
CareSearch Reward$ is a cost transparency based program that
rewards members for making smart healthcare choices. After
utilizing the cost transparency tool (Rally Connect) to select cost
effective (green or grey) and high quality providers, members will
be rewarded for choosing to utilize those selected providers.

Comments/Fees

No

Additional charge: $1.45 PEPM

No

Additional charge: both basic and advanced versions
are available for a PEPY fee.
Basic is $4.95 PEPY
Advanced is $7.05 PEPY plus a $2,775 one-time
implementation fee for census integration.

Customers must purchase Custom-Basic (no charge) or CustomAdvanced (pricing bands to choose from) to elect this reward
type.
Examples of recommended Care Paths that are most utilized and
highly shoppable: Colonoscopy, MRI, CT, others.
The base fee includes: Program strategy and management,
network / market specific analysis, standard program materials
(brochure, FAQ, flyers, posters and email campaigns), claims
mining/analysis, and ROI reporting.
Add Ons: Custom program materials, stand alone CareSearch
portal on umr.com (if client does not have UM, CM, MM, LWR$),
reward fulfillment, printing costs and custom / adhoc reporting.

Benefit Plans Comparison Tool (BPCT) is a decision support tool
that helps members select the right benefit plan for them. It is
available during Open Enrolment or for new hires/changes
throughout the year. The tool has a basic and advanced version.
The advanced version pre-populates member census data,
whereas basic doesn't. Both versions pre-load benefit plans into
the tool. The fee includes implementation support, usage
reporting, promotional marketing materials and a dedicated
product specialist for ongoing support/demos/questions.
Health Education Library in English and Spanish is available to
members
The TPA offers 2 Healthcare Cost Estimators - 1. Provider
Search & Cost Transparency tool and 2. Treatment Cost
Calculator, both available to members. The Provider Search &
Cost Transparency tool is available to UnitedHealth Network
members utilizing standard Choice+ and Options. If a group has
any of the following: 1) a rental network 2) multi-tier network
structure and/or 3) a custom UnitedHealth Network, then
Treatment Cost Calculator (TCC) basic or advanced will be
assigned.

City Of Moline
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**Fees are calculated based on member count during
implementation/go live of the tool and billed up front
for the 12 month period.
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Conditions
Customer Name : City Of Moline
Plan Effective Date : 1/1/2022
This renewal proposal is valid until 30 days before the effective date and does not bind coverage or obligate the TPA.
The information contained in this response to the request for proposal is considered confidential and proprietary. We are providing
this information with the understanding that it will not be used for any purpose other than to evaluate our capabilities to provide the
services requested. In addition, this information will not be disclosed to person(s) or entity(s) other than those who are involved in the
process of evaluating our response. Written permission must be obtained from the TPA prior to any exceptions of these obligations in
order to maintain the confidentiality of our responses.
No carrier with a competing network or affiliated with an entity with a competing network may write Stop Loss coverage (individual or
aggregate) on top of a UnitedHealthcare network.
All quoted product fees assume the TPA administers the medical plan.
The TPA assumes all services provided will be handled according to our standard format and procedures, unless otherwise
specifically addressed within this proposal. Specialized services will be priced as necessary.
Fees proposed are based on the plan of benefits as submitted but does not assume duplication of benefits or provisions. Fees
proposed assume a standard PPO plan design with no referral administration and no primary care physician tracking. Proposal
assumes that the benefit plans will meet the steerage requirements of the networks proposed or will be changed to meet the
requirements, including but not limited to; deductible, out of pocket, coinsurance and plan limitations. Plan design changes may
impact a Grandfathered Health Plan status. Usage of the Choice Plus network requires employer participation in Value Based
Contracting payment methodologies. Access to the UnitedHealthcare Choice Plus and Options PPO network does not include
telemedicine services (i.e. 'Virtual Visits'). Please refer to the financial commentary tab for information on Teladoc services and
associated fees. Please review any changes with your advisor.
The Plan or its sponsor is responsible for state or federal surcharges, assessments, or similar taxes or fees imposed by governmental
entities or agencies on the Plan, Plan Sponsor, or us, including but not limited to those imposed pursuant to the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PPACA), as amended from time to time. This includes responsibility for determining the amount
due, funding, and remitting the PPACA PCORI reinsurance fee which is remitted to the government (federal and/or state).
The fees quoted do not include state or federal surcharges, assessments, or similar taxes/fees imposed by governmental entities or
agencies on the Plan, Plan Sponsor, or UnitedHealthcare. We reserve the right to adjust the rates (i) in the event of any changes in
federal, state or other applicable legislation or regulation; (ii) in the event of any changes in plan design or procedures required by the
applicable regulatory authority or by the sponsor; (iii) any taxes, surcharges, assessments or similar changes being imposed by a
governmental entity on the Plan or UnitedHealthcare; or, (iv) as otherwise permitted in our Administrative Service Agreement.
The TPA reserves the right to adjust fees in the event of (i) any changes in federal, state or other applicable law or rules; (ii) changes
in plan design required by the applicable regulatory authority (e.g. mandated benefits) or by the customer; or (iii) any taxes,
surcharges, assessments or similar charges being imposed by a governmental entity on the plan or the TPA.
To comply with the Department of Labor’s (DOL) claims regulations, we encourage pre-notification of at least 60 calendar days prior
to the effective date of this contract. In the event that a 60-day notice is not feasible, the TPA does not guarantee, but will make every
reasonable effort, to have new plan(s) programmed quickly so claims can be processed within the required DOL timelines.
Fees proposed assume one billing, reporting, eligibility feed, stop loss and banking arrangement.
Do not cancel in-force plan(s) and/or policy(ies) until final approval is received.
The TPA is not bound by any typographical errors and/or omissions contained herein.
Fees proposed assume Utilization Management and Complex Condition CARE services are provided through the TPA in order to
access UnitedHealthcare Networks.

City Of Moline
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Conditions
Fees proposed are subject to change if a division, subsidiary or affiliated company is added or deleted from the plan, if the number of
covered employees changes by fifteen percent (15%) or more; or if the average contract size, defined as the total number of enrolled
Participants divided by the total number of enrolled Employees, varies by 15% or more from the assumed average contract size. Any
new fee required by such change will be effective as of the date the changes occur, even if that date is retroactive.
Claim reprocessing due to situations, such as retroactive benefit or eligibility changes, may require additional fees.
The TPA will share raw claims and eligibility data, however, we reserve the right to exclude data elements deemed proprietary by our
organization.
The TPA renewal proposal requires the Cost Reduction and Savings Program. Additional fees will apply, should this program be
carved out.
The TPA provides an ERISA DOL appeals process. The TPA does not participate in Grievance Review Panel Hearings.
The TPA requires that all qualified high-deductible plan designs meet federal regulatory requirements. Our coordination of benefits
(COB) process will meet the requirements for Preservation COB processing.
Administration of plans requiring integrated deductible and out of pocket to comply with the Essential Health Benefits provision of
Health Care Reform, qualified high deductible health plan or the like, assumes the use of service providers (pharmacy benefits
manager (PBM), dental, vision, etc.) that are currently integrated with the TPA. Utilizing these service providers may require
additional fees. Please refer to your representative to identify integrated service providers.
FSA fees: HCA assumes a minimum of 20% of medical employees participating; DCA assumes a minimum of 20% of the HCA
population participating.
Health reimbursement account assumes 20% participation rate.
If multiple accounts can be administered on a single debit card, only one debit card fee is applicable.
Care management bundled discount - fees assume all care management products listed on care management bundled discount line
are selected. Discount will change if services selected change.
The TPA does not administer statutory disability benefits.
HSA trustees bill directly for HSA services.
The TPA cannot support the drug data requirements for Medicare Part D subsidy submission of plans where the pharmacy claims are
paid under the medical plan. We recommend these pharmacy benefits be provided by a pharmacy benefits manager.
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Proposed Medical Claims
Performance Guarantee
Customer Name : City Of Moline
Plan Effective Date : 1/1/2022
I.

Financial Accuracy
The TPA agrees that Claim payments, on an aggregated dollar basis, shall be ninety-nine percent (99%)
accurate to the plan of benefits. If however, the financial accuracy falls below the agreed upon level, the TPA
will give a credit as stated on the table below.
Financial Accuracy will be calculated by dividing the total audited dollars paid correctly by the total audited
dollars processed. This will be measured on department results.

II.

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

99% or higher
98.5% to 98.9%
98.0% to 98.4%
Less than 98.0%

0%
1%
2%
3%

Claim Procedural Accuracy
The TPA agrees that the Claim Procedural Accuracy will be maintained at a level of ninety-five percent
(95%). If the Claim Procedural Accuracy falls below the agreed upon level, the TPA will give a credit as
stated on the table below.
The Claim Procedural Accuracy percentage will be calculated by dividing the number of services not
containing procedural errors in the audit period by the number of services audited during the same period.
This will be measured on department results.

III.

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

95.0% or higher
94.5% to 94.9%
93.0% to 94.4%
Less than 93.0%

0%
1%
2%
3%

Claim Payment Accuracy
The TPA agrees that Claim Payment Accuracy will be maintained at a level of ninety-eight percent (98%). If,
however, the Claim Payment Accuracy falls below the agreed upon level, the TPA will give a credit as stated
on the table below.
Claims Payment Accuracy will be calculated by dividing the total number of services not containing payment
errors in the audit period by the total number of services audited in that same period. This will be measured
based on department results.

The TPA's Performance
98.0% or higher
97.0% to 97.9%
95.0% to 96.9%
Less than 95.0%
IV.

Turnaround Time

City Of Moline
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Penalty
0%
1%
2%
3%

The TPA agrees that ninety percent (90%) of all clean Claims will be processed within 10 business days
from the date that the TPA receives all information necessary to adjudicate the Claim. In the event that the
TPA's turnaround time falls below the agreed upon level, the TPA will give a credit as stated on the table
below.
Claims will be considered "processed" when the TPA has released the Claim for payment, denial or request
for additional information. This will be measured on department results.

V.

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

90.0% or higher
85.0% to 89.9%
80.0% to 84.9%
Less than 80.0%

0%
1%
2%
3%

Customer Service
The TPA guarantees the following levels of customer service will be maintained.
These areas are all measured based on department results.

1. Average speed-to-answer telephone calls
The TPA agrees that on average, calls will be answered in thirty (30) seconds or less. If calls are answered
in more than thirty (30) seconds, the TPA will give a credit as stated on the table below.

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

30 seconds or less average
31 to 45 seconds average
46 seconds or higher average

0%
1%
2%

2. Abandonment Rate
The TPA agrees that on average, three percent (3%) or less of calls may be abandoned. If more than the
agreed upon level of calls are abandoned, the TPA will give a credit as stated on the table below.

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

3.0% or less average
3.1% to 4.0% average
More than 4.0% average

0%
1%
2%

3. Customer Satisfaction Surveys
The TPA agrees that on average, ninety percent (90%) or more of survey respondents will be “very satisfied,
somewhat satisfied or satisfied” on a standard Customer Service Questionnaire. If less than the agreed
upon level of satisfaction percentage is achieved, the TPA will give a credit as stated on the table below.

The TPA's Performance
90.0% or higher
85.0% to 89.9%
Less than 85.0%

Aggregate Penalty:

The aggregate maximum penalty will not exceed 10% of the annual base medical
administration fee and the network access fees.

Performance Guarantee Conditions:

City Of Moline
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Penalty
0%
1%
2%

• Performance Guarantees begin 90 days after plan effective date.
• Performance Guarantees are for medical claims administration.
• Performance Guarantees are measured annually.
• Performance Penalties will be credited on the invoice following the annual measurement.
• Performance Guarantees are not in effect until a signed administrative service contract is received.
• In the event of a pandemic, the TPA reserves the right to revisit or revoke this guarantee.
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Proposed Account Management
Performance Guarantee
Customer Name : City Of Moline
Plan Effective Date : 1/1/2022
Account Management
The TPA agrees the account management scorecard will be an average of 3 or higher. Every quarter we
will send the scorecard to you via email. You will have three weeks to respond. If we don’t hear back
from you, the rating defaults to an automatic average of 4 (4=always meets expectations). If however, the
score falls below the agreed upon level, the TPA will give a credit as stated on the table below.

The guarantee is calculated by the average of all eight measurable needs on the attached account
management service scorecard:

The TPA's Performance

Penalty

Average score of 3 or higher

0% of medical administration and network
access fee

Average score of 2.5 through 2.99

1% of medical administration and network
access fee

Average score of 2.0 through 2.49

2% of medical administration and network
access fee

Average score below 2

3% of medical administration and network
access fee

Aggregate Penalty:

The aggregate maximum penalty will not exceed 3% of the annual base medical
administration fee and the network access fees.

Guarantee Conditions:
• Performance Guarantees are measured annually.
• Performance Penalties will be credited on the invoice following the annual measurement.
• Performance Guarantees are not in effect until a signed administrative service contract is received.
• In the event of a pandemic, the TPA reserves the right to revisit or revoke this guarantee.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to amend the current agreement with
Mission Square Retirement (formerly International City Management Association
Retirement Corporation) to include changes to retiree health insurance benefits
implemented for AFSCME employees hired on or after January 1, 2020.
PREPARED BY:

Leah Miller, Human Resources Director

REVIEWED BY:

Bogdan Vitas, City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

Budgeted for in 02-61 line items throughout the budget for
2022

GOALS IMPACTED:

N/A

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

Vantagecare Retirement Health Savings (RHS) Adoption
Agreement

PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to amend the Mission Square Retirement Health Savings
Plans to allow staff to execute changes to retiree health insurance benefits implemented for
AFSCME employees hired on or after January 1, 2020.
For said employees, the City will not pay any portion of the health insurance premiums of the City
of Moline’s group health insurance program for retired employees under the age of eligibility for
Medicare. In lieu of paying a portion of the health insurance premiums, the City will contribute
each year on the first full pay period beginning on or after January 1 to a Retiree Health Savings
account on behalf of non-probationary employees. The City’s contribution amount is $750.00
annually. Said employees will contribute $10.00 per pay period to their Retiree Health Savings
account through a payroll deduction.
Additionally, the City is required to designate how forfeited funds under the plans are distributed.
Funds are forfeited when a plan participant dies with no surviving spouse or eligible dependents.
The City may choose to have the forfeited funds remain in the trust to be reallocated as outlined
in one of the following options:
1) among all plan participants with a balance as Direct Employer Contributions for the
next and succeeding contribution cycle(s);
2) on an equal dollar basis among all plan participants with a balance; or
3) among all plan participants based upon participant account balances.
Staff recommends option 2.

BACKGROUND
Employee and Employer contributions have not yet occurred. The first will be in January 2022.
The designation of how forfeited funds within the plans should be disbursed is an issue that is new
since the last amendment to the Retirement Health Savings Plans. Should there be forfeited funds
at this time, Mission Square Retirement would contact the City for further direction on how they
should be handled.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
The City would have to reverse the change in retiree health benefits for the aforementioned
employee groups.
Mission Square Retirement requires the amendment to include a designation of how forfeited
funds within the plans should be disbursed.
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages:
• Compliance with negotiated contract with AFSCME.
• The changes to retiree health benefits for AFSCME employees hired on or after 1/1/2020
are projected to be a savings to the City.
• Distributing the forfeited funds equally among all plan participants is the most equitable
solution and is the practice for all other employee groups.
Disadvantage:
• Non-compliance with negotiated contract with AFSCME could result in grievances or
other legal action.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
Vantagecare Retirement Health Savings (RHS) Adoption Agreements
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

00279
X
City of Moline

IL

01/01/2022
January 1 - December 31

City of Moline - AFSCME Employees

X

The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
Council 31, Local 1132

N/A

N/A

X

750.00

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.

Employees hired on or after 1/1/20, in accordance with contract provisions.
260.00

X

X

In accordance with contract provisions.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Mayor of Moline

City Clerk

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 16, 2021
A Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute an Addendum to the
Intergovernmental Agreement for the estimated ten (10) year ongoing maintenance costs of
the integrated P25 emergency radio tower system in Rock Island County, Illinois; and
authorizing all appropriate City of Moline officers and staff to do all things necessary to
complete each of the City’s responsibilities pursuant to the Addendum. (Jeff Snyder, Fire
Chief)
PREPARED BY:

Summer O’Leary, Police Executive Coordinator

REVIEWED BY:

Bob Vitas, City Administrator
Jeff Snyder, Fire Chief

FISCAL IMPACT:

$1,053,976.88 – Fire/Police 10-year Budgeted Expense

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS/LINKS:

Original Intergovernmental Agreement and Addendum

PROPOSAL
Accept the addendum to the original Intergovernmental Agreement in order to pay for ongoing
costs of operating and maintaining the system for the first ten (10) years of its operation.
BACKGROUND
In 2017, the Parties, in coordination with Scott County, Iowa, put out bids to vendors to build a
P25 radio system that would serve the entire Quad Cities area. In 2019, the Parties formalized their
relationship to each other with the execution of an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA)
(Resolution 1061-2019) for the Construction of an Integrated P25 Emergency Radio Tower
System in Rock Island County, Illinois. The Parties to the IGA have completed the payment terms
of the initial agreement for the construction phase of the project which has come to completion.
Upon completion of system testing the system will go live and the P25 Project will enter a
maintenance and operations phase. The Sherriff, on behalf of the Illinois P25 Policy Working
Group, and pursuant to a vote in favor of, has signed a ten (10) year maintenance agreement for
the P25 System with RACOM. In addition to the ten (10) year system maintenance agreement, the
Illinois P25 Policy Working Group will incur costs related to the maintenance of the sites, ongoing
utility costs, and equipment upgrades. In order to pay for the ongoing costs of operating and
maintaining the system for the first ten (10) years of its operation, the Illinois P25 Policy Working
Group, pursuant to paragraphs 3 and 12 of the IGA, which was fully executed on June 18, 2019,
the Parties agree to Modify the IGA through the submitted Addendum.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
None, contractual obligation.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Advantages: Enhance the public health, safety, and welfare to provide efficiencies to the Parties
and their residents.
Disadvantages: Cost.
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

ADDENDUM 1
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN INTEGRATED P25 EMERGENCY RADIO TOWER
SYSTEM IN ROCK ISLAND COUNTY, ILLINOIS

WHEREAS, the Parties to the Intergovernmental Agreement for the Construction of an
Integrated P25 Emergency Radio Tower System in Rock Island County, Illinois, “The Illinois
P25 Working Group” have completed the payment terms of the initial Agreement.
WHEREAS, Construction on the project has come to completion.
WHEREAS, Upon the completion of system testing the system will go live and the P25
Project will enter a maintenance and operations phase.
WHEREAS, the Sheriff on behalf of the Illinois P25 Policy Working Group, and
pursuant to a vote in favor of, has signed a ten (10) year maintenance agreement for the P25
System with RACOM.
WHEREAS, in addition to the ten (10) year system maintenance agreement, the Illinois
P25 Policy Working Group will incur costs related to the maintenance of the sites, ongoing
utility costs, and equipment upgrades.
WHEREAS, in order to pay for the ongoing costs of operating and maintaining the
system for the first ten (10) years of its operations, the Illinois P25 Policy Working Group,
pursuant to paragraphs 3 and 12 of the Illinois P25 Intergovernmental Agreement, which was
fully executed on June 18, 2019, the Parties agree to modify the Intergovernmental Agreement
through this Addendum as follows;
1. The Parties agree to the payment terms as included as Exhibit 1 to this addendum.
2. Such payments are reflective of the proportional cost allocation agreed upon in the
initial IGA.
3. The Parties agree that the payment terms in Exhibit 1 to this addendum are a best
estimation of costs over the ten year maintenance agreement period without
accounting for potential revenue, emergencies, or potential other unforeseen changes
to the operation of the System.
4. Should the Parties, by mutual agreement, desire to update the payment terms they
shall do so in writing pursuant to the terms of the Initial IGA.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereby have executed this agreement, which is evidenced
by the authorized governing bodies.
[ SIGNATURE PAGES TO FOLLOW]
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COUNTY:
THE COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

By: __________________________
Richard Brunk, Chairman
THE SHERIFF OF ROCK ISLAND COUNTY

By: __________________________
Gerald Bustos, Sheriff

Attest: __________________________
Karen Kinney, County Clerk
Approved as to form:

__________________________
Kathy L. Swett,
Assistant State’s Attorney
STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared GERALD BUSTOS, RICHARD
BRUNK, and KAREN KINNEY, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did
say that they are the Sheriff, County Board Chairman and County Clerk, respectively, of Rock
Island County, executing the within and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said
instrument was signed (and sealed) on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said
corporation) as such officers acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary
act and deed of said corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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CITY OF MOLINE
______________________________
Sangeetha Rayapati, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________________

Approved as to form:

__________________________

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared SANGEETHA RAYAPATI and
JANINE HOLLEMBAEK PARR, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did
say that they are the Mayor and City Clerk, respectively, of the City of Moline, executing the
within and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said instrument was signed (and
sealed) on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said corporation) as such officers
acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary act and deed of said
corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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CITY OF ROCK ISLAND
______________________________
Michael Thoms, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________________

Approved as to form:

__________________________

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared
_________________and________________, to me personally known, who, being by me duly
sworn, did say that they are the Mayor and Deputy City Clerk, respectively, of the City of Rock
Island, executing the within and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said
instrument was signed (and sealed) on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said
corporation) as such officers acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary
act and deed of said corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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CITY OF EAST MOLINE
______________________________
Reggie Freeman, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________________

Approved as to form:

__________________________

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared REGGIE FREEMAN
and________________, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did say that
they are the Mayor and Deputy City Clerk, respectively, of the City of East Moline, executing
the within and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said instrument was signed
(and sealed) on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said corporation) as such officers
acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary act and deed of said
corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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VILLAGE OF MILAN
______________________________
Duane Dawson, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________________

Approved as to form:

__________________________

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared DUANE DAWSON and
________________, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did say that they
are the Mayor and Deputy City Clerk, respectively, of the Village of Milan, executing the within
and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said instrument was signed (and sealed)
on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said corporation) as such officers
acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary act and deed of said
corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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CITY OF SILVIS
______________________________
Matt Carter, Mayor
Attest:
_______________________________

Approved as to form:

__________________________

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF ROCK ISLAND

)
)
)

SS:

On this
day of
, 2021, before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the State of Illinois, personally appeared MATT CARTER and
________________, to me personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, did say that they
are the Mayor and Deputy City Clerk, respectively, of the City of Silvis, executing the within
and foregoing instrument to which this is attached; that said instrument was signed (and sealed)
on behalf of (the seal affixed thereto is the seal of said corporation) as such officers
acknowledged the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary act and deed of said
corporation, by it and by them voluntarily executed.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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P25 RADIO PROJECT- ADDENDUM 1 - EXHIBIT 1
MAINTENANCE PAYMENT SCHEDULE
ANNUAL
TOTAL
Year 1 * No RACOM System Maintenance During
Warranty
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:
Year 2
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:
Year 3
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:
Year 4
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:
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AMOUNT DUE
QUARTERLY

$201,995.70

$50,498.93

$
$
$
$
$
$

10,564.37
29,450.97
58,901.95
53,165.27
7,049.65
42,863.49

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,641.09
7,362.74
14,725.49
13,291.32
1,762.41
10,715.87

$
$
$
$
$
$

$363,208.62
18,995.81
52,955.81
105,911.64
95,596.51
12,675.98
77,072.87

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

90,802.16
4,748.95
13,238.95
26,477.91
23,899.13
3,169.00
19,268.22
$90,802.16

$363,208.62

$
$
$
$
$
$

18,995.81
52,955.81
105,911.64
95,596.51
12,675.98
77,072.87

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,748.95
13,238.95
26,477.91
23,899.13
3,169.00
19,268.22

$

368,009.99

$

92,002.50

$
$
$
$
$
$

19,246.92
53,655.85
107,311.72
96,860.23
12,843.55
78,091.72

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,811.73
13,413.96
26,827.93
24,215.06
3,210.89
19,522.93

Year 5
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

372,990.42

$

93,247.61

$
$
$
$
$
$

19,507.39
54,382.00
108,764.01
98,171.08
13,017.37
79,148.57

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,876.85
13,595.50
27,191.00
24,542.77
3,254.34
19,787.14

Year 6
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

378,120.27

$

94,530.07

$
$
$
$
$
$

19,775.68
55,129.93
110,259.87
99,521.26
13,196.40
80,237.12

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,943.92
13,782.48
27,564.97
24,880.32
3,299.10
20,059.28

Year 7
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

383,403.99

$

95,851.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,052.02
55,900.00
111,800.61
100,911.93
13,380.80
81,358.33

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,013.01
13,975.00
27,950.15
25,227.98
3,345.20
20,339.58

Year 8
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

388,846.24

$

97,211.56

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,336.65
56,693.78
113,387.57
102,344.33
13,570.73
82,513.18

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,084.16
14,173.45
28,346.89
25,586.08
3,392.68
20,628.30
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Year 9
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

394,451.76

$

98,612.94

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,629.82
57,511.06
115,022.13
103,819.71
13,766.37
83,702.67

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,157.46
14,377.77
28,755.53
25,954.93
3,441.59
20,925.67

Year 10
PAYMENT DUE QUARTERLY: Jan 1, April 1, July 1,
October 1
SILVIS:
EAST MOLINE:
MOLINE:
ROCK ISLAND:
MILAN:
RICO:

$

400,225.45

$

100,056.36

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,931.79
58,352.87
116,705.74
105,339.34
13,967.87
84,927.84

$
$
$
$
$
$

5,232.95
14,588.22
29,176.44
26,334.84
3,491.97
21,231.96

*Amounts include $5K per year Treasurer payment,
utilities, site maintenance, and projected equipment
replacements.
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COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
An Ordinance levying and assessing taxes for the City of Moline, Illinois, for the tax levy year
2021, collectible in the year 2022, and enacting an ordinance relating to the same subject matter.
PREPARED BY:
REVIEWED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance & Purchasing Coordinator
Carol A. Barnes, Finance Director
Bob Vitas, City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

The levy must be passed and filed with the Rock Island
County Clerk in order to extend property taxes for the
municipal portion of the property tax bill; it will fund a
portion of the 2022 budget.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on November 9, 2021 under “Items Not
on Consent” for first reading
PROPOSAL
Staff seeks City Council approval of the Property Tax Levy for tax levy year 2021, collectible in
2022.
BACKGROUND
Annually, the City of Moline levies a tax on all real property within the City. It is collectible the
following year and utilized as a revenue source for the Budget. The recommended 2021 Tax Levy
is $15,953,842, .93% more than the previous year. No public hearing is required as the levy is less
than 105% of the previous year.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During recent 2022 budget discussions, the Council determined that the amount of money
estimated to be necessary to be raised by taxation upon the taxable property within the City of
Moline, Illinois, for general corporate and special municipal purposes is $15,953,842, and the levy
for general corporate fund purposes and levies for separate special fund purposes are set forth and
designated as follows:
$5,978,421
2,065,081
2,473,558
2,378,105
3,058,677
$15,953,842

Debt Service Fund
Police Pension Fund
Fire Pension Fund
Park Fund
Library Fund
Total Tax Levy

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes in the amount of $15,953,842 for the
City of Moline, balances the 2022 budget.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
An Ordinance levying a Special AD VALOREM TAX within the City of Moline, Illinois, Special
Service Area #5, of the City of Moline. Illinois
PREPARED BY:
REVIEWED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance & Purchasing Coordinator
Carol A. Barnes, Finance Director
Marty Vanags, Interim City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

Special services provided will be paid by the property
owners within the established Special Service Area #5.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on November 9, 2021 under “Items Not
on Consent” for first reading
PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to approve to levy a Special AD VALOREM TAX for the
Special Service Area #5 , for the tax levy year 2021, collectible in the year 2022.
BACKGROUND
On November 15, 2005, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4068-2005 establishing a Special
Service Area #5. As provided by the Special Service Area Act, the services are to be provided
through a levy of an annual property tax.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During 2020, Rock Island County obtained new software for the extension of property taxes.
Where an SSA is within a TIF District, the software automatically defaults to use of the Base EAV
of the TIF (rather than using the current EAV) as the manner of applying the TIF Act. This is a
departure from prior practice of the County which results in an unintended increase in the tax bill
and a windfall to the TIF District.
Effective with the 2020 Levy and for future years, the City needs to compensate for the unintended
consequences of this change in calculation methodology by determining the ratio of Base EAV to
the Current EAV for the properties in each SSA, and then dividing the SSA levy request by that
ratio. This will require setting forth only a fraction of the amount needed in the levy ordinance
but, through the County’s extension using the Base EAV, that fraction will generate the full amount
needed through the TIF. The City will then transfer those dollars from the TIF to the SSA to fulfill
their request.

As a result, for the tax levy year 2021, the amount requested in the SSA #5 levy ordinance totals
$6,000, but will generate $132,475 through the TIF. The City will then transfer $132,475 from
the TIF into SSA #5 to fulfill their 2022 budget request. No public hearing is required as the levy
is less than 105% of the previous year. This ordinance must be filed with the County Clerk by the
last Tuesday in December 2021.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes for SSA #5 in the amount of $6,000
will generate $132,475 collectible through the TIF, an amount sufficient to fulfill the SSA #5
2022 Budget Request.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

COUNCIL ACTION REPORT
November 9, 2021
An Ordinance levying a Special AD VALOREM TAX within the City of Moline, Illinois, Special
Service Area #6, of the City of Moline. Illinois
PREPARED BY:
REVIEWED BY:

Courtney Nelson, Finance & Purchasing Coordinator
Carol A. Barnes, Finance Director
Bob Vitas, City Administrator

FISCAL IMPACT:

Special services provided will be paid by the property
owners within the established Special Service Area #6.

GOALS IMPACTED:

Financially Strong City

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:

N/A

This item will also appear on the City Council Agenda on November 9, 2021 under “Items Not
on Consent” for first reading
PROPOSAL
Staff seeks approval from City Council to approve to levy a Special AD VALOREM TAX for the
Special Service Area #6, for the tax levy year 2021, collectible in the year 2022.
BACKGROUND
On July 15, 2008, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4034-2008 establishing Special Service
Area #6. As provided by the Special Service Area Act, the services are to be provided through a
levy of an annual property tax.
ANALYSIS/ALTERNATIVES
During 2020, Rock Island County obtained new software for the extension of property taxes.
Where an SSA is within a TIF District, the software automatically defaults to use of the Base
EAV of the TIF (rather than using the current EAV) as the manner of applying the TIF Act. This
is a departure from prior practice of the County which results in an unintended increase in the tax
bill and a windfall to the TIF District.
Effective with the 2020 Levy for future years, the City needs to compensate for the unintended
consequences of this change in calculation methodology by determining the ratio of Base EAV
to the Current EAV for the properties in each SSA, and then dividing the SSA levy request by
that ratio. This will require setting forth only a fraction of the amount needed in the levy
ordinance but, through the County’s extension using the Base EAV, that fraction will generate
the full amount needed through the TIF. The City will then transfer those dollars from the TIF to
the SSA to fulfill their request.

As a result, for the tax levy year 2021, the amount requested in the SSA #6 levy ordinance totals
$55,800, but will generate $269,255 through the TIF. The City will then transfer $269,255 from
the TIF into SSA #6 to fulfill their 2022 budget request. No public hearing is required as the
levy is less than 105% of the previous year. This ordinance must be filed with the County Clerk
by the last Tuesday in December 2021.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
Adopting this Ordinance and levying and assessing taxes for SSA #6 in the amount of $55,800,
will generate $269,255 collectible through the TIF, an amount sufficient to fulfill SSA #6 2022
Budget Request.
SUPPORTING LINKS/DOCUMENTATION
N/A
⃣ FOLLOW UP REQUIRED
DATE:

